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ABSTRACT
.

g , E
-

Seventeen position papers address essential elements
in quality programing for visually handicapped learners. The papers: .
Tepresent.the philosophy of the Council fbr Exceptional Children's ,

Division for the Visually Handicdpped. N'ollowing two foundation.
position papers, "Services for the Blind.and Visually Impaired" (K.
HuOner)'and."Visually Handicapped Children" (G. Sdholl), five topics
are examined: administrative considerations, the teacher, curricular
coftiderations, special populations, ,and the rcae of parents. The
following papers are included: "The Continuum of Services for
Visually Handicapped Students" (N. Bryant); "ThKRole_of Residential'
Schools for the Blind in Educati q isually Handicapped Pupila"(W. .

. Millen); "The Role and Rest,onsi ty-of the State Education
Consultant for the Visually Hand apped" (State Education Consultanti
for the Visually Handicapped); "Instructional Resource Centers for
the Visually Handicapped" (J. Todd); "Funding" (E. Long); "The Role

1and Functionof the Teacher ..of the Visually Handicapped" (S.
Spungin);."Expansion of the Role of the Teacher of the ViqUally
Handicapped: Providing for Multi-Impaired Students* (P. Vidovatti and

'R. Silberman); "Teacher Priparati-dni Continuity and Change" (R.
Swallow); "Specialized CertifiCation" TS:-`Stager); "Low Vision:

' Topics of Cbncern" (L. Gardner and A. Corn); "The Rol, of the'
Orientation and Mobility Instructor in the'Public Schools" (E. Hill),"
"Programs for Visually Handicapped Infants.and 'young Children"
((Participants of VIIIth Intelnational Seminar on Preschool Blind and
Visually Impaired); "Education of Gifte4 Visually Handicapped
Children" (A. Corn and G. Scholl); "Services for Deaf-Blind Children
andiYouth: Coming of Age?", (V. McVeigh); and "Parent/Educator
Oboperative Efforts in Education of the Visually Handicapped" (V. .

appended. (CL).

Hart and 4. Ferrell . A list of pertinent prodessional agencies and
organizations is a
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The papers included in this book represent an activity of the Professional Standards Committee of The
Council for Exceptional. Children: Division for the Visually Handicapped (EEI)-DVH), This cocrimittee; charged _1'
with responsibility to encourage high '9ualily.educational prtgrams for yisually.handicapped&hiklren and
youth, has undertaken three major projects in the past 5 years directed toward carrying Ow this charge: ;.

:Regular progress reports' about its .activities have appeared 'in the OM Quarterly and have Inn reported
.during the CEC.annuakonventions. , 4.. .

Two previous projects included revisions and additions to colopetencies for teachers developed initially
by Dr. Suian'Spungin of the...American Foundation for the Blind. These competencies were published by the
American -Fofindatichylor the Blind in Competency BasedrCurriculuni fOr Tqachersvi the.Visually&Handi-
capped:. 'A National Study and in Guidelines for Public School Prograins. A companion Ode for prbgram'
evaluation:Self-Study and Evaluation Guide for Publh: School Prograipsjoi the Visually Handicapped,' by
Geraldine T. Scholl, was published by CEC.

In response to these projects and.to certain develoriments .in the field, it was determined tat .5,tatements
about essential eleMents in quality educational programming for visually handicapped learners needed to be .
developed. Thefollowing series of position papers represents the product'oi OIL.. effort,

-These position papers do ribt r,epi'esent permanent stiltements of position; rather thyy reflect state-of -the-
art positiOn statements' that will continpe to Shane over time as the educational scOle %wives. To be of
Value in improving educational programs, these stateMents must be disseminated alad ukd by professionals
in both general-and special education. The kpublicationilf.this docunient prtidos the mechanism lo accom-
plish this objective. .

Gera/di I. Sc hall
/con Arbor, Mi( higan

August /9/1,l

Y
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BACKGROUND

. ..

The first section of Part I presents a sumniary of the purpose of position papers asconsensusz statements
...

ion mportant issues The project and procedures used for preparation, review, and 406:Valid the position
papers by the CEC Division for the Visually Hartdicapped,(CEC DVH) are:documented in the seconcVand-..
third sections. Material for these three sections was adapted from a presentation .madeat the CEC 1984 -'..

convention (Scholl, Huebner, McGivern, & Young, 1984). Included in the fourth section'are uses that can
/ bernadeofthese positionpapersandasummaryof presentations made threepanelreacrsKathleenmctverhExecutivestetaryofthe

_ AAWB/AEVH Alliance, now the Association for Education and Rehabilitation of the. Blind and .Visually
Impaired; and Lynn Yung, Education Consultant, Delaware Division for the Visually Inviaired:.... :
Reference to

I

. -.....
. 0 . ..

Scholl, G. T., Huebner, K. M., McGivern, K., & Young, L. (1984,, A6ril)..Position papery: A means triinsurii..i..
justice and learning for all visually handicapped pupils. Paper presented at the annual convention of The
Council for Exceptional Children, Washington DC. , -

. . -

I

( . . .

The preparation of positiOn papers is tone method of arriving at consensus concerning specific issues.: A
positiorfpaper defines an issue, presents background informationior rationale, and takes a stand on the issue.-
The preparation of a position .paper helps to clarifysignificant aspects of an issue; the revision that follows
discussion and review by one or more experts or groups brings the issue into sharper focus; and the consensus
reached on a specific position or conclusion gives direction for action. The publication anddissemination
of position papersleads the profession to a better understanding of the background or context of issues and
clarifies the rationale for arriving at a parti&lar statement of position.

. .
Developing a consolidated position on an issue provides informed,..professional input that can have an

impact on policy formation and implementation. It assists those involved in, the process to arriveat consensus
on an issue. It is not the intent of a position paper to include data and f4C1,1. Instead its purposes to identify
an issue, build a rationale for a specific position, and state the parameters of that position.. :

. These papers represent the collective thiriking of the CEC DVH members on issue) concerning the edutation
of visually handicapped childrqp and youth. This organization recognizes the importance of taking a con-
solidated. position on various issues for the purpose of providing infOrmed, professional input in both local'
and national arenas that may have an impact on the quality and extent of educational services provided to'
visually handicapped learners. The position papers, therefore, should assist in bringing specififissues toil*
attentiqn of makers, thereby influencing them to make.professional jddgments and Commitments to, .

. better educatiqp for visually handicapped learners. .

Introduction e

Description ei the Project.

During the 19705, the Division forlthe Visually Handicapped (DVH) devoted sessions during*Division Day
at the annual,convention of The Cthincil for Exceptional Children (CEC) to twe major projects: the review
and updating.Of competencies for teachers of the visually handicapped and the preparatiot and approve of.

. 4./

1

1
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guidelines for public school programs for visually handicap* pupils. Both projectOnvolvied input from-the
field and were widely discussed and disseminated, particularly among the leadership personnel in the field.

During the late1970s there was a growing concern among educators of the visually handicapped about
the impact of Public Law 94-142,, The Education forls11 Handicapped Children Act of 19'75, on the quality

of local programs for visually handicapped pupils. It appeared that many were being mainstreamed without
the support services typically provided in integrated programs. During the DVH business meeting.at the 1979
CEC convention in Dallas, members:were challenged to take a stand on issues related to quality programs
by identifying specific problem-areas; and arriving at a consensus about what should be done. This challenge
required diat the group reach consensus about what components should be. included in a high-quality service
delivery system for educational prograniS for visually handicapped pupils and what procedures should be
used to communicate that position to,general and special education administrators. The preparation of .a
series of 'position papers on various aspects of educational programs wasselected as the most appropriate
procedure to accomplish this task.

The undertaking was assigned to the CEC DVH Professional Standards Committee, which has as its'pUrpose
"to encourage quality programming for visually handicapped pupils through,developing, reviewing, and
modifying standards in all areas related to educational programs" (DVH Officers Handbook)'. The task began
in 1979. The following section describes the procedures adopted by the CEC DW-I i'inembership.fitr the
preparation and approval of the papers.

<
Procedures for PreArailoniand Approval

In order to proceed in an orderly fashion and to insure :maximum input from the field, the CEC CNN
Professional Standards Committee, with support ,and.apprOval of the Executive Committee, adopted the
following procedures:

1. Individual members, or teams of members, either volunteered or were requested to prepare a draft .qf
a paper on a specific topic;

2. These drafts were reviewed by members of the VH Professional Standards Committee, accepted
riected, and revised if necessary;

3. The revised drafts were published in the DVH Ne
comments, or suggestions for improvement to authorcs);

4. The authors revised drafts in actcordance with he suggestions and presented the papers during a
workshop session at the following CEC conventi > n;

5. Members discussed and suggested revisions dur ng the workshop session. Nithor(s) alld.choose to

revise accordingly- or withdraw; .

6. During the following DVH bu ss meeting embers could approve the changes and accept the
Oosition statement as the stand of H as an org ization og request further revisions.and modificatiOns;

7. Where revisions were extensiv but acceptable n principle, final ikard approval could be obtained
through' a-mail ballot. Wheie revisions were ex ensive and not acceptable in the presented form, the

4 paper would be revised, published again in t p DVH' Newsletter,,and discussed at the following
convention;

8. The DVH Kiblications Committee edited the p pers prior to publication in final form.

Because of the greqt mariation in issues, authors we e urged to focus only on points specific to their took.
In. tgeneral thpapers included the following sections:

History, philosophy, background .

urpose of.the paper

atement of position

f ationale for the pbsition

summary

Although the procedde appeked sound, problems arose in dealing with author(s), obtaining input from
the field, and arriving at consensus. Some authors had difficultj, avoidinrthe expression pf personal opinions
or biased points of view in the preparation of the initial drafts; some were in disagreement with the reactions
from the field; and a few withdrew from the process.

letter with a request that members submit reactions,

kl

2
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The requested input from the field following publication.of the position papers pribt to theCEC convention.
was disappointing. RelatiVely few members responded, and it was difficult to determine whether*br not the
point of view of the respondents was representative of . the field.' Discussion durinii the workshop .sesii.ons
was in general liVely, particularly if the statement,Was devoted to a somewhat controversial area. A$ is usually
true; there was an active core of members particularly interested in the position' paper project who could be
relied upon to respond and react. Thus it was impossible to detentine whether the opinions expressed were.
representative of those in the fieldin general. In fact, there is no way to determine whether the membership
in CEC DVH is truly, .representative of professional educators working with visually handicap' pupils..

In spite of these weaknesses, the field was given ample.opportunit% to react. Notice. ,regarding the
availability of the position paperg was publicized through the newsletters of the major.or izations devoted
to education of visually handicapped students, and reports appeared regularly in issues o Quarterly
(formerly the DVH Newsletter). Thus, the process and procedures did .prOvide opportunity for input.

Most of the papers in this collection represent the results of this pfocess. The two papers in Pala II 'are
selected portions of state-of-the-art papers pregered.for the CEC Executive Committee and Board.of Governors
at the request of the President; they have bekn published but not approved by the CEC DVII memlibrship
Three papers were prepared by related professional groups: State Education Consultants for the Visual!
.Handicapped, the Associationof Instructional Resource Centers for the Visually Handicapped, and the Coun
of Executives of American Residential Schools for the Visually Handicapped. In these instances, CEC D, H
has endorsed the papers.

The major-task now is to disseminate and apply the contents of the position papers to improve -educa nal
pr rams for visually handicapped learners in our schools. Because visual -handicaps area low:inci ence
areaog, the needs of these children are frequently .ovedooked. These position papers should be us as a
companion document rto Competency Based Cdcriculum for Teachers, the Guidelines for Public School
Programs, and the Self Study and Evaluation Guide for Public School Programs. Together, these d i, uments
provide guidance to administrators seeking io.raise the standards for educational-programs for visu.' ly hand-
icapped Details regarding the use di' the positio9 °Papers-are discussed in the following s ion.

al

...Uses of the Positiod Papers

The CEC DVH position papers represent the philosophy and commitment of the DVH mbership to
improving educational programs and thereby insuring justice and learning for all visually handi apped pupils.
The preparation and dissemination of position papers arc of little value unless the papers are. us by personnel
in the field to improve educational programs. This publication brings together tstatements oncerning the
major issues in educating blind and visually handicapped'students: The pawls can be sed to provide
background information to a variety of audiences inckiding teachers, parents, college and univ rsity personnel, -

administrators, and other leadeAhip personnel.
Teachers can use the position-papers to support their advocacy efforts toward, assuring a propriate place-

merits, programs, and services for their students. Since many teachers work in isolation often being the
'only professional in the geographical area familiar with the educatiohal needs of visual ly.han capped pupi ls
it is useful to them, particularly in their work with general educators, to have the support of sition statements
that have been accepted by the field.

Teachers in rural areas call use the position papers to familiarize supervisors, who are iot psually trained
in the area of educational programming for pupils witivvisual impairments, with the ran e of services that
must be provided'to meet the educational needs of the students 'they serve. TeicherS 'ould also find the
statments'useful to support their recommendations at due process hbarings and advisOry c mittee meetings.

Parents can use the position papers for a variety of.advocacy activities such as the fol wing:

4 Support for coalitions in advocacy and networking efforts. .

Assistance to parent group5 and individual parents in.their efforts to insure their chi dren's educational
rights. _

Parents and teachers together can use, the statements to support their efforts to prov e a continuum of
services for all visually handicapped pupils as mandated by Public Law 94-142, the Edu tion for All yand-
icapped Children Act of 1975: '

Administrators can use them in their professional activities

io develdp tools fOt needs assessment based on the best practice principles stated. the papers;
..

to develop state guidelines for the organization, administration, and evaluation of wal programs;
.

6,
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. to develop. program service standards; -

N. to define the role; and respbnsibilitlesof various personnel involved 'in the education of visually hand-

_iCapped pupils;

to support advocacy efforts presented to legislators.
.

College and university personnel in special education should eindthe papers useful in both preservice and

inservice eduCatioh

1 tb familiarizefuture teachers of the visually handicapped with prevailing philosophies of .the field;

to advocate'the need foie-qualified'and certified teachers4R the field of vision;
,:,

to.prepare literature reviews and grant applications; ..

for gUidance.in the development of Andards for the prepSration of .professional personnel and for

program evaivation.
., .

/ .

All leadership personnel in the area of education of, the visually handicapped should find them vAluable

to demoristrate the field's united convictions regardingthe need( for specific services. such as 10w vision

aids and orientation and mobility-initruction as necessary and integral( parts of the incl'6dualized

education program; * t -
1

for justification and backgroundfor developing legislation,. including awareness training f r Igislators;

to prepare background Materialfor grant writing and federal proposals; . ..

= for planning and conducting'preservice and inservicetraining (gr other educators, both regular and

. 'special, and Or parents;

to use as j.ipport and to provide perspective in presentations. to local and state boards of education and

other policymaking groups;
'to use as awareness training for the medical jirofession,iespecially optometrists and ophthalmologists; .

to prepare background information for justification for state funding and preparation of the rationale for

. . budget. items. .

. .-. .

. of
.

.
- . .

Profesiona I organizations such as the Association for Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually .

Impaired and CIC DVH through their local and state chapters or affiliates shoulddisseminate and discuss

the posiori papers at the state and local levels ancl use them in their advocacy effdrts. These Organizations'

-N,
shouldplan.and conduct folloW-uRworkshopS arid seminars on selected topics directed toward taking action

i
to improve educational programs for. visually handicapped pupils'.

The position papers can be powerful tools to help professionals and parentS succeed in their efforts to

improve educatiorfal prograMs. To accomplish. this, however, .parentS and professionals need not onlykibe

aware of the existence ofeithe position papers but also to be sufficiently familiar with their content so'lhey .

can easily use them to lend credence to their efforts.. Ih addition, the papers should be freely'and appropriately

disseminated both within and outside the field'of education for the visually handicapped: All.those directly

or indirectly involved wall 'providing appropriate quality services to visually handicapp0 pupils shauld have

and use the position statements. They carry the weight of..CEC DVH, and this can be a powerful force. As

invaluable as the position papers can be, they are worthless if they are cirtulatee-gd discussed only among :

those directly associated. with education for visually handiappecl learners. They MUst be disseminated to the

entircfield of special and general education.
,

. 4 .

In summary, the position statements must be put to some wad'I use in supportinithe improvement. of
programs for blind and visually handicapped students. : 7 .1.

'
. .

. .

Reference . ...
:

Scholl, G. T., Huebner4-K. M., McGivern, K., & Young, L. (1984, April). Position papets.? A means tb insure

juStice and (earning for all visually'handicapped pupils, Paper presented at the annual convention of The

Council for Exception ildren, Washington DC.
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Overview of the Book
, .i ....

. : .

,

Seventeen. position Papttrs arranged in six parts cOnstitutethe remainder of the book. Part 11 includes two
state-of-the-art papers that $,(ere prepared by two representatives of CEC DVH at the request of Lyndal Bullock,

CEC president from 1982 tol 984. These papers are included because they 'provide a general perspective on

the field. ' '. . . 0 i . .

. , Twelve position papers were prepared-and approved by the procedures described in the preceding sections,

and three were prepared approved by other profeoional groups and enOrsed by, CEC DVH. The papers

are arranged in five sec ons: Administrative Considerations, The Teacher, Curricular Considerations, SPecial
Populations, and Role Parents. Each paper is preceded by an abstract that summarizes the content. Where
appropriate, 'reference are.included in the introduction to eaich Part.

. .
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Part

FOUNDATION POSITION PAPERS

In Oc tober 1 983, the-president of The Councikfor.Exceptional Children, Lyndal M.. Bullock, requested
that two members from each etc Division preps * a position statement on the.CEC program priorities from
that Divisior.s perspective.. The intent of the statements was to provide guidanceand a stimulus for discussion,
debate, commendations for long-range planning by CEC's 'Executive Committee and headquarters-staff.

The of the Division for the Visually Handicapped selected .Kathleen Mary Huebner, Education
Consultan , Anierican Foundation for the Blind, and 'Geraldine-T.-Scholl, Professor of Education, The Uni-
versity of Michigan; to preparethe positiOn papers on behalf of th.e Division. The time schedule did riot allow
for input-from Division members, but in the interim the papers, which were prepared independently by the
two authors, have been published in the DVH Quarterly (Huebner, 1984; Scholl, .1984). Portions of..these
papers have been included here because they provide a valuable context for understanding the more specific
statements of position.

References

Huebner, K. M. (1964). Position statement: Program area of services for the blind and visually impaired°.
DVH Quarterly, 28(4), 18-23.

Scholl, G. T. (1984). Position paper: Visually handicapped. DVH Quarterly, 28(4); 113 -17.
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Historical Perspective

By 191'3, the education of blind children was well establisbied, Hut services for low-vision or Visually
handiCapped .studenis had just begun. At that time, the philosophy upon which services for visually hdndi-
capped children was.bawd was different from today's philosophy.. It was a common belief then that services

,. (or blind and partially sightixt students should be kept separate and distinct from each other. Teachers of
blind c hildren R.It somewhat isolated'from other teachers, and those providing services to partially sighted
children felt even more isolated. As a result, the teachers of thshiow-vision students felt a need for identification' ,

with their 4tolleagues. Realizing that prOfessionals in a number of areas of special education, includiifig
Blindness, had their own organizations, and that small organizations and splinter groups were not.as'effecliVe,
as one strong organization, they agreed to' meeting during the late 1940's at the annual conference of the
International Council, for Exceptional Children. 4 this meeting, which was not a scheduled part of the`

c conference, they decided that they would organize as, unique group of teachersteacherg. of the partially,.
sighted. -

This aspirant group, called the Council fOr the Education of the Partially Seeing, dedicated itself to better .

- services for partiay sighted children. It drafted its first constitution al the May 1,952 ICEC meeting held in
Om ha, Nebraska. Dwing 1954, efforts were made to establish this council as a section or allied organization
connected with ICEC.

In 1955, it was annoupced that the Council had been approved as a Division of ICEC and that -a charter
would be granted at a laler:date. The membership numbered 123. In 1958, ICEC changed its name to The
Council. for Exceptional Children, and in 1962 .the Council for the Education of the Partially Seeing had its
first formal installation of officers. By 196:3, many individualsattending meetings were teachers of blind
children as well as teachers.of Partially sighted children. Common interests and problems. began to surface.
A chAnge' of philosophy was noted at this time, and the concepc,:f, educating blind and partially sighted
students together gathered momentum.

Revisions of by-laws and the constitution began in 1966, and the following year the revisions were accepted.
The name of the Council was officially' changed to the DiviSion for the Visually Handicapped (DVH), which
included loth teachers of the blind and teachers of the partially sighted: With its new outlook, philosophy,
and maturity, th4ganization began to move forward toward improved services for all visually handicapped
children,: In 1967, the membership of CEC bVH numbered 378. As of July 31, 1.984, the membership
numbered4889. 4 .

Because blind students must experience their lives without sight and low-vision students experience their
lives with alterer4 'sight, they require unique instructional sebvices from the professionals who teach them. In

. addition to the dlucatiopal programsProvided to nonhandicapped students, blind and visually handicapped
children and youth need early intervention and instruction by teachers fully trained and certified in the areas ,/,
of blindness and visual impairments. These teachers must have competency in providing specialized instruc:
lion. in braille reading and writing, handwriting, typewriting, the use of law print and optical aids,listening
skills, study and research. skills, sensory training, utilization of vision, motor skills,. orientation and mobility$

, concept development,' activities of daily living, reasoning, human' sexuality, leisure and recreation skills,
career and vocational counseling, socialization skills, and utilization of technological aids,

The members of.CEC DVH hav-i long recognized issues and problems within the area of program services
for exceptional persons, pacticulaily in the area of visual handicaps, In 1980-1982, they published statements

, of position that were accepted by voting' members on (1) The Continuum of Services for Visually Impaired
, .

Muclenis, (2): The:Role and Functign olthe Teacher of the,Visually Handicapped, (3) Specialized Certification,
. *(4) l'unding,'(5) The Role and Responsibility of the State Education Consultant for.the Visually Handicapped,
'(6) leticOrPrekkiration: Continuity and Change, and (7) Expansion of the Roleof the Teacher of the Visually

,Handicapptich Providing for:MultOnpaired Students. jhese papers represent the collectiVe thinking of the
,
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'membership about these issuelWricerning the education pf,vistially .ha'ndicapPed children and youth, The
members of CEC DVH recognrze the importance of taking a conSolidaiN position on issues for the purpose
of providing informed? professional input in ocel, regional, and. national aren4s, which may impact the
qualityand extent of services provided. to visually handicapped persons. The Division for the Visually Hand*'
icapped w6lcomes input from the CEC parent organization, particularly becaOse of the increasing number

multiply handicapped students.who have visual impairments. There is an ever-increasing need for coop-
erative efforts among all educators and professionals representing all fields and aspects of ,services for RI-

. wptional students. - .

Art Ideal State
1

Excellence defined as a state of possessing good quality in an unusual le' eminent degree; as anything
highly laudable or meritorious. Much has, been written in the past few yeak addressing the need to direct
ourselves. toward the goal of excellence in education during a time Uhen the nation is at risk. It has been
and continues tO be the goal of the members of CO; DVH to advance the education of visually handicapped
children and yodth and to sure these youngsters an appropriate gaily education. The members recognize
and support the requirements of Public Law 94-142 and believe that all children have a right to appropriate

. quality services in' the least restrictive environment.
"Members.of CEC/DVH believe' 'Kat blind and visually handicapped StuderitCha%e a right to an education

that will meet their eduCational, social, psychological, and emotional needs and will prepare them to make
their own choices as to how and where they will live, Work, and recreate. To ki.oriiplish this-task, teachers
of blind and visually haridicapped students, as well as others involved with program services for this popu-
lation, must be provided with an exceltent education-at both the preservice'and inservice levels. Teachers
need a knowledge base, skills, sensitivity, and appreciation of the unique learning styles and needs of visually
hand' d students. They musebe: able to assess.and identify the studenee needs and develop and present

dcational programs to meet these. needs. Likewise, administrators must recognize the students'
ularl.y those related to being visually handicappedand they must 'also recognize the unique

ne o tallgers otvisually handicapped children. Other professional personnel iovolVed in the process
of educating blind and visually handicapped youngsters also must become knowledgeableas to how to best

10

'rye these students. ,
, Because of the increase in trie!number of multiply handicapped visually impaired students, not only is

them, a greater need for teachers of blind and visually handicapped students to become more knowledgeable
about the effects of other handicapping conditions, but there is also a greater neesl for teachers and profes-
sionals serving children and youth with other exceptionalities to become' -Snore knowledgeable about the
effects of blindness and visual handicaps. There is an ever-increasing need for cross-fertilization ofknowledge,
ideas, strategies, techniques, and skills among all professionals involved in special education. This is not a
statement of support for. a generic model, but a statement of support for a multidisciplinary approach an
4pp roach in which each professional has a solid base in an area of exceptionality and can work cooperatively,
with fellow professionals toward the Common goal of a quality educatiOn for each and every student.
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Visually Handicapped Chi Idten
. rtp

Gera !din 1: Scholl
University of Michigan

'.Children who are visually handicapped represent a small number among the handicapped children cur-
rently served under Public Laws 9-142-and 89-311-30,979'or approxiniately ,1% of the 4,233,282 reported
as being cerved during 1981-19E0 by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education. Although
few in numberc, their needs are as diverse as those of other categorical groups. -

!he emphasis on mainstreaming stimulated by the least restrictive environment provision in,Public Law
94-142 c a uses many school administrators to overlook the educational needs of this smalknumber of children
and to equalemairistreaming" with sitting ina regular ef-assroom with minimal support services. In addition,
the cosh of the service delivery system to provide supportive help through resource rooms or itinerant teachers'
are viewed as prohibitive considering the small number of children served. Professional personnel who serve
these children are also feW in number and work relative isolation.

By. the 1960's, apprOximately half of the school-age visually handicapped children were being educated
in public school programs either with the services of itinerant teachers or in integrated special claSses that
were the forerunner of the current resource room- model. By the 1980's, the number of children in public
school programs had increased dramatically; while the number enrolled in residential schools remaped he
same or,slightly lower.

1 be delivery of services to parents and their visually handicapped infantsand young children was likewise
a«mmiori practice in many areas. School ilistricts with well developed programs for the visually handicapped
frequently provided itinerant teachers tO assist parents in meeting the educational needs of. it young children
in the home. Some public school programs admitted visually handicapped children as as 2 to 3 years
of age for part of the school day, and it was not uncommon for children in this age grou o be enrolled in
regular nursery school programs supported by services from personnel employed by schools or agencies for
the blind. As early as the 1930's, some residential schools were conducting annual parent education programs
for I to 2 weeks, usually during the summer, with follow-up by field workers during the remainder of the
year. Early on, the educational needs of parents Were recognized by the field as.being essential to maximize
the learning potential of children in these early years and to provide a base on which to build a sound
educational program during the school year.

The enactment of Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act 41975, has not
been of as great a benefit to this low-incidence population as it has been for the high-incidence categorical
groups: the mentally retarded, the learning disabled, and the emotionally diSturbed. The practice of educating
these groups in classrooms with their nonhandicapped peers was not as widespread as it was for visually
handicapped pupils; nor were educational brogramS and' services-to meet the needs of. parents and their
young children as common. Today, many school administrators are reluctant to provide services for early
childhood education to one low-incidence group unless such services are also provided for all handicapped
children, and indeed for all children, a practice which would he costly. This has led to.a reduction in services
by many public khools to visually handicapped young children and theft' families..

Additionally, he need to provide school programs to large number t ()f high-incidence children has been
.so overwhelming that The educational needs of the small numbers among the lqw- incidence groups seem
insignifk ant and thus are ignored. The full continuum of 'services required by law is rarely available to visually
handic appal c hikken; the choice is often between attending a residential school or being mainstreamed in
a regular . lass with no support system to either the teacher,. the child, or the parents.

Finally, duo to a variety of factors,. theincidence of visual impairments seems to be incrp4sing among
children who have other handicapping conditions. Some of the increase carube attributed to medical advances
511( ii as techniques to save the lives of more prematUre infantS. Other causes include epidemics such .as

"ruixilla and trauma during the prenatal and postnatal periods, which result in visual impairMents as. well as
other disabilities. When a child has more than one handicap, the major handicap is often difficult to deteimine.
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Children who hav disalillities are often placed in programs that meet only some ci their eduCatinnal
needs. Problems i YolvintviwaVand auditory sensory losses may be overlooked.

In summary, t benefits hod, Public Law 94-142 that have accrued to some high - incidence groups have
not been. of equal benefit to many children who are in the low-incidence 'categorical groops.,It. should be
noted that many of the problems mentioned here apply to salt low-incidence 'groups,.not just 'the visually
handicapped,

. .

A Proposal for An 'ideal" State

v.

Efforts toward achieving excellence in educational programs for visually handicapped piipils should he
based on 4riteria'relative to the child, the teachers, the administrators, and the professional organit.ation..

Every ifind, regardless of handicapping condition, place of residence, or minority status, should have
access tpea full continuum of services so that the most appropriate setting might be selected for the educ at ioeal;
prograq,',..To Meet the requirements of Public Law .9.4:142 for identification, assessment, and placement in
an apOoptiate least restrictive environment, every 'child should have access to the service% 0 professional
personnel qualified in his or her disability area, beginning will the assessment Process, very handicapped '-
chiliA entitled to adequatesupport services that will.nable the child to be placed and to succeed in the
lea 'restrictive environment. Finally, every child should receive appropriate services throughout the school

YifYs in order to make a reasonable transition into adulthood.
,

: All professional personnel who are involved wi educational programming for visually handicapped pupils
should have knowledge. uhderstanding, and ap ationjor the unique needs of all handicapled children.
Administrators spuld have information about the nique needs of .all handicapped children so that programs
are desighed °Wile basis of what is good for the child rather than what is the least. costly for the service
delivery system.

. 1 .

Profeisional organizations such as The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) that encompass a number
of different categorical areas should insure that the lesser known and less numerous among their constituents
have' equal access to positions of leadership and input into the policy and decision-making functions of the
organization. CEC should also become involved with rehabilitation agencies and others thiit serve the adult
handicapped.44ulations so that the transition from school to adult life can be as smooth as possible.

4
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Part III

.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
400

g
.1

.

The five papers included here are concerned with administrative issues. Public Law 94-142 the Education
fpr All Handicapped Children Act of 1915, mandates that a continuum of services he available's() that an
educational placement decision may be based on the individual needs of the handicapped child. This provision.
isirequently overlooked when 4ealing with educational.programs for low-incidence handicapping conditions
uch as visual impairments. Thus, the first paper states the rights Of visually handicapped children to a full

continuum of services.
The second paper describes the role and responsibility of the residential school within that continuum.

Tliis paper was prepared by Williani.Willis H. Miller, Texas School for the Blind, -with editorial assistance from
.. Richard E. Hyerijr., Georgia Schoo -for the Blind; -'T uck Tinsley, Florida School for the Blind; and Rithard

Welsh, Maryland School for the B nd: It has been approved by the Council of Executives_ of American
Residential Schools for the VisuallyjHandicapped and endorsed.by The CoUntil..for. Exceptional Children;__
Divisign for the-Visually Handica (CEC:DVH).

Strong programs must have .str g leadership personnel to guide and assist local personnel in the pe (or-
: mance of their educational tasks;' :The third paper details the role of the state education consultant for, the

visually handicapped las the leadership person within each state department of educatiein. The firct drat of
this parier was prepared by Marianne Vaughan and Geraldine T. Scholl. It has been adopted by the State
Education Consultants for the Visually Handicapped and endorsed by CEC-OVI I.

The fourth paper describes the rule of the .instruc tional resource «inter as a focal 'point in providing
materials and equipment necessiiry fin the education of visually handicapped pupils and for providing inservi«i
education for teachers and local school personnel. It has been approved by the Association of Instructional
Resource Centers fOrthe Visually Handicapped and endorsed by CEC-DVI-L

The ling) paper relates to funding. Without adequate financial resources no program can be expected to
maintain a higlrquality educational program for visually' handicapped pupils.

Resources
. .-

Martin; G. J., & Hoben,. M. (1977). Supflorting. visuall)c impaired'studentsin the mainstream. Reston VA:
The Council for Exceptional Children.

National Accreditation Council of Agencies Serving the lind and Visually Handicapped! .(1979). Self study
and evaluation guides for residential schools. New ork: NAC. .., .

Scholl, G. T. (1981). Self-study and evaluation guide (or school programs for visually handicapped pupils:
A Guide for pro#am improvement. Reston VA: The Council for Exceptional Children.

Spungin, S. J. (1981). Guidelines for public school programs serving visually handicapped children. New
York: American Foundation for the Blind. '.' .

Spungin, S. J. (1982). The future role of residential sc hools for visually-handiiapped c hildren. journal of
Visual Impairment and Blindness, 72(10), 229-233.

Stager, J. D. (1978). Assessing public school programs for visually handicapped students. journal of Visual
Impairment and Blindness, 72(5), .170-172. (
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The Continuum of Services
for Visually Handicapped Students

.
s I

Abstract

Priori() Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act
of 1975, learners with visual impairments were placed in available- programs
without regard to their unique needs. Now federal legislation requires that a
continuum ofiprogram options-be available ranging from most to least restric-
tive: self-contained classrooms/programs, cooperative programs, resource pro-
grams, and cOnsultative programs. State departments ofeducation must oversee
and promote the existence of a continuum of services.. Creative assignment of
resources and cooperative planning among.local districts can assure its avail::
ability.
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The Continuum of, Services
for Visually. Impaired Students

e

Nancy White Bryant
Superintendent, Michigan School for the Blind

Historically; visually impaired students have been educated in programs that were made available to
them with little thought given, to the uni4ue needs of the individual: Until the last decade, residential

'programs generally served the majority of children in a central location of a given state. As public' school
programs developed at the local level, the student could choose to attend %tool in his home community,
but he or she might be placed in the available self-contained classrodm when an .itinerant program was more
appropriate : .. or the reverse. \ .

Current federal' legislation and that in most states no longer permits fitting children into existing pro-,
grams, but deinandb that an individualized educational program apprOpriate to needs of the student be
designed and made available 'in the least restrictive setting. For a time following the passage of thelaw, the
fitting of round pegs into square Wales hecarhe more subtle. Program availability in many areas still remain-
ed the determining factor in how and where a student would be served.

Today, due process' considerations and zealous advocacy for the rights of, students to free and appro-
priate education make it far less easy to serve students at the convenience of the schools.

A ContinuuM of Educational Services
.

The peav" ision of a''ontinuum of service, by .dpsign,..createsa developmental school. xperience while
taking into actOunt the kind of educational environment most 'conducive to the growth bf an individual.
A continuum includes all possible program.rnodelswhich will.assure.the availability of appropriate delivery
systems for visually impaired students'regardless..Of their'age,' developmental level, or multiplicity of dis-
abilities .s.

. .

A continuum Orriervices Must allow for movement between program Units. of variotisdesign depending
upon studenneed at any point throughput his or her'schoolleats: It may be more administratiYely effici-
ent to adopt a single.::Plan it a given level, (i.e., resource rooms for eleMentary_grades and itinerant services
for the high school), "but such i!rigid plan_ is limiting,. and defeats the existence of a true, Working con-
tinuym. The leastrestrictive environment shdukthe defined% thatwhich least restricts the child's learning;

.

Program,Alteinatives
. .

, . . . .

. ,
.

.:.

The continuum :of educational .servicei for theyisually ihypiired should contain-the capability for pro-
viding', the followint:alOrnitiVe educationatplans;.if.ancl:.When they are appropriate for an lhdividuat's' :'. ...
education.: J .,.....,... .. . .....

1... :Self-containecKlassroorns/Programs '.,, . ..."..'..
-.....-:.

'..

A. Residential schools ..-" '-'-'...... -.:.-.:
.....: :;.--,.!

B. Cocal day sch01.5 .-::.'.'-' %-...-.., -. -'f.',-..1

11.2 'Cpoperative .Programs ..:". ::.. ;2 :
A.;. kesideh tfal schools..witW p )v ate and -p kbl ic day s ifieo l p am s,

.

..

B,,Special tfits with.reg4lar cle$1,,0:iingle*tchool : "L
Ill Retplepe OrPgrams . 'fr;;..r,.i.., -0.

A. *Pura,rooms serving isingle ichikl i(iding;!, .:
B. 'Itinerant piogilimt seri)hpsoveral billdings 4 "...... :-.,,,

C. Shoi*,teim, speiili4;purpose, training In a:IA osidentiaftthpol :::.!- i. .

, ,
IV. Corisultitthx; Prograins 1: ; ''...-.:.%...'.: a ,.. . ,-;,.. --':,.:.-. ..,', --..:..,,

A. Teacher-cciiinseloreacisufiant-iiipport to regular clastroom teachers . .

B. Coordrnatida:0 resottrAs.Tor a comprehensive edsKational plan accost disCiplines. .
. :

)
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-We do not minimize the burden that 19pla d on the schools in meeting the requirements of Public Law
94-142 and similar state laws. The charge be mes even. more complex when tAng to provide the variety
of program components necessary to the co inuum in a financially efficient Mariner. The task requires an
extremely creative assignment of resources.

The reality of these restraints to the pro' ision of a continttum must be taken into account even though A
the law does not speak to the obvious difficulty in doing so. The problems are multiplied for low incidencel
populations Such as the visually impaired, particularly those who live in sparsely populated geographic
locations. a

Large schobl systems serving maliy pupils who have more resources are more able to meet the demands
of the 'law to fulfill individual student needs. This is because greater resources can be more widely distribut-
ed to support a variety of program alternatives for larger numbers of participants. Smaller, less financially
able school systems or states will continue to struggle with the distribution of resources to meet the same
laws governing richer states.

. a

The program alternatives outlined above are not meant to constitute an exhaustive list. Indeed, creative
programming on an individual basis is what is promoted by the law. Precise'prediction of the needs of a
specific school population of visually impaired children for a given year may not be possible. .

The schools must, therefore, be in a position .to meet needs as they arise. long-range, flexible pro-
gramming using versatile staff and other school resource are the tools for the challenge. Each State Depart-
ment of Education must oversee and promote the existence of a continuum in order to provide all of the
services that may conceivably be needed by its residents. Cooperative planning between local education
agencies and states must be supported and encouraged in the spirit of conservation of resources and the
assurance that a full continuum is available to visually impaired students regardless of their, place of resi-

dence or individual needs.
There must be no question that the schools will provide tile kind of program that a visually impaired

student needs to achieve his maximum potential. It is imperative that the schools plan for and provide the
best estimate of what constitutes an appropriate educational continuum and assure that it is available,
in its entirety, to individual students as needed. Adjustments and compromise are to be expected, but these
must be judiciously' negotiated as excellence and the ideal program plan are sought for each visually im-

paired student.

f
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The Role of. Residential Schools for the .Blind
in aucating Visually Handicapped Students

. Abstract
Op,

I

HiStorically, residential schools have played a leadership role in the education
of:blind and visually handicapped learners and should continue in this' role,
They are a catalyst within the state to promote excellence, a resource to local
schools, and a provider of appropriate educationll programs to meet the varied
needs of visually handicapped learners. With their large popthatiOn, they, can
serve as research and demonstration facilities and practica for future teachers.
Residential schools. can function as short- and long -term plicements for visually
handicapped learners in order to assist em to develOp specific skills. Within
the continuum of services, they are a v able plaCement resource.

'7
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The Role of Residential Schools for the Blind
in Educating Visually Handicapped Pupils

William H. Miller
Texas School for the Blind

Residential schools have historically possessed a proud leadership role in the education of blind and
visually handicapped students. To continue this vital function, residential schools for the blind should continue '
to assume an innovative and dynamic leadership role in the development and delivery of appropriate quality
edutational programS for visually handicapped school-age children in concert with the state education agency,
teacher training institutions, local school districts, parents, consumers, and other stateand private organi-
zations. The residential school can serve both the visually handicapped .child and the child's parents as 'a
direCt service provider and as a most knowledgeable advocate of the delivery of" high quality educational .

services.. . . . . .

Because of the range and wealth of expertise located within the residential school, it should also function
as the primary catalyst within the state to promote excellence in and relevance of the educational services
provided in the public. school sector through vigorouS outreach efforts. The residential school should be
viewed as a principal resource. to local school programs iby. providing technical assistance; diagnostic and
evaluation services, consultation, and. direct services to.children and families. .

.Directly related to its role as a provider of educationally appropriate programs, the residential school,
because of its relatively large population of visually ..handicapped students, should also serve as a research

and demonstration facility through which new and improved methods of delivering educational services to .

these learners can be developed. Innovative methods must be developed to apply the most advanced medical,
educational, instructional, scientific, technological, psychological, and social knowledge to address the needs

of blind and visually handicapped children: . ..
. .

Residential schools%hould provide supportive programs designed to meet the needs of students enrolled
in public school programs. Intensive instruction should be offered in areas that may be minimally available
at the local level such as orientation and mobility, independent living skills, use of technological devices,
adaptive physical education, unique reading and mathskills, vocational training, and productive use of leisure

time. Also important is the opportunity to socialize with peers who have similar. disabilities.
Residential schools have recently' begun to serve and should continue serving children who' possess

handicaps iri'addition to the visual impairment. Some of the finest programs for deaf -blind students are located

at residential schools. The provision of services to multiply handicapped; 'visually handicapped students at
residential schools is a. vital role and should continue or be expanded as necessary.

Residential schools should advocate the placement of student interns at their institutions and be actively
involved in the leacher training programs offered. in.their slates and throughout the United States. Prospective
teachers of visually handicapped students should be required to intern in residential and public-school settings

for exposure to both learning environments. .

The educational programs at relidential schools for the blind are characterized ,by knowledge of the unique
needs and.characterishcs of visually handicapped students; aw eness of the impalts of the home, school,
and community on the development of the individual studen instruct* in nonacademic areas such as
dressing, eating, grooming, and orientation and.mobi lily; opr)or nities to actively participate in extracurricular
sports and recreational activities; and (he ample availability of aptive equipment and accessible facilities.
It is important that the residential school is an educational setting that maintains a professional staff with,
specialized training and skills in the field of educations of visually )3andicapped students.

the residential school for the blind should' be viewed as one of t varietypf components in an array of
servitle delivery mddels, rather than as one of sevfral.,option6 along a continuum of possible educational
placements. While it is 'indeed true thah.child rtiaY be away from his or her fanii for a week or more, the ..
scope, intensity,. and quality of the instructional services tailored exclusively for vis Ily handicapped students
delivered at such schools may very well define residential schools as an ap priate placement in the'
educational array of services. The residential school is a viable option for visually handicapped students for
both short- and long-range services throughout their school. careers. In most states there exists an extensive
array of services for visually handicapped school-age'children and. their parents.

'so
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Components ofthe,array of'Services include resource and itinerant progrImS offered. throug local.school
districts or special education cooperatives; support and' consultative services from regionaheduc lion service
centers; administrative, regulatory, consultative, and fiscal, support from the state edUcation ency; and
direct instructional, support, assessment, residential care, and consultative services delivered by the residential ,

school. These service providers should coet statewide in mutual support of the. effort to insure to the
maximum extent possible that services are available to meet the unique educational needs
Of visually impaired students. ; :7.

c.'.)itr'rThe residentW school is usually the agency charged with t esponsibility to provide comprehensive
educational services on a residential basis to blind and visually handicapped students as well as perform' he
statewide functions indicated in the preceding paragraphs. Therefore, it should continue to serve as a very

''accessible resource to visually handicapped; multiply7handicapped children and youth, their parents, local
education agencies, and other state agencies, andto act as .an. agent to promote and, most importantly, to
provide educational programs and services designed 'to meet these students' unique needs and learning.

IV. c6aratteristics. A

O



The Rolcand Responsibility of the State Education Consultant
for the Visually Handicapped

Abstract.

The )1e and function. of persons assigned. responsibility within state depart-
me is of education for the education of visually handicapped pupils has changed
under the provisiOns of recent federal legislation. They are expected to function
as advocates, provide, leadership. and professional development, consult with
local programs, foster interagency cooperation, serve as advocates, and monitor
federal and state categorical funding. To perform these. tasks, they require .a
variety of competencies, including the ability to design, implement, supervise,
and evaluate service delivery systems; to work effectively with other proles-
sionals and parents on common problems; and to function as advocates for
high quality educational programs for visually handicapped learners.
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The Role and Responsibility
of the State Education Consultant

for the Visually Handicapped
Adopted by the State Education ConstiAtints

for the Visually Handicapped
:1

, In order that visually handicapped children and youth may be assured, of receiving a free, appropriate,
public education 'of consistently high quality, state departments of education must maintain at least, one
full-time consultant specifically trained and experienced in education of the visually handicapped,and
assigned responsibility for educational programming for visually handicapped children and youth.

Since the 1940s. there have been persons in state departments of education with titles similar to 'state
education consultant for the visually handicapped." From the beginning, these persons were primary, ad-
vocates to insure appropriate' acceptance of the visually handicapped child into the regular education pro-
gram. Later in the 1960s, they expanded their activities to include conducting inservice training programs
and setting up specialized Materials centers. Throughout the three decades, state consultants were instru-
mental in the development and coordination of volunteer services to produce textbooks and other special-
ized educational materials. During the 1970s, state special education laws and federal legislation,perticu-
larly,Public Law 94-142, The Education of All Handicapped Childrpn Act, brought new challenges`increas-
ed demands, and major changes in the role and responsibilities of the state education consultants for the
visually handicapped.

Presently, the necessity for continuation 'of a strong coordination and support role within state de-
partments of education specifically for programs and services to visually handicapped children and youth Is
a low priority for many state education. leaders. The need for these state consultants'specialized skills is
frequently unrecognzied in spite of their long and successfUl history of encouraging the integration of
visually handicapped students into regular education programs. In addition, services for theVisually handi-
capped must often compete with higher incidence handicapped populations and previously unserved popu
lations for representation and funds.

Public Law, 94-142 and Section 504 of Public Law 91-112 have had a tremendous impact en the role
and responsibilities of leadership personnel in all special education categorical areas. In most states, the
imglementation of these laws has demanded changes in function for state departMent personnel. They are
shifting from responsibility for particular program areas -such as vision to monitoring compliance with state
and federal regulations; However, if the quality of prograMs for visually handicapped students at the local
level is not to be eroded, concerned professionals must define roles and responsibilities that are essential
to the effective functioning of state education consultants for the 'visually handicapped so that creative
leadership may be provided to the local school districts. To assure the free, appropriate, public education
for all visually handicapped students, state educatidn consultants for the visually handicapped children
and youth are necessary 'to:

Serve as advocates for the formation and implementation of appropriate laws, regulations, and pro'
gram standards affecting the educational well-being of all visually handicapped students;
Provide leadership to teachers in al and regional education programs and to function as advocates
for them with local administrators;
Provide an on-going program of loc I administrative professional development in order to raise the
104 of technical expertise for tho local supervisors responsible for making important daily Pro-
grammatic decisions;
Serve as catalysts for the-development of teacherdesigoad inservice opportunities;
Serve as consultants to local school district personnel as they conduct appropriately designed program
evaluation and improvement practices;
Design and administer systematic child search plans Which will effectively identify students needing
specialized educational services related to visual handicaps;
Act asuanalysts of census.data in order to recommend and enforce the establishment ofa continuum
of appropriate program 'models to serve all identified students, regardless of the students' educational
level or geographic location;,

. .
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Assure that adequate federal; state, and local fungi: programs are provided to support state-wide
special eduCation deleyery systems; ....- IF

.
.

. Serve as adVocates for the development and maintenance of comprehensive delivery systems for
specialized educational materials and equipment to support visually handicapped students in the least

. restrictive settings;
Assure that appropriate related services are provided as necessary within the special education de-
livery systems; - -
Design' and administer public communication systems which will clearly :describe All programs and
services potentially necessary for ;Usually handicapped students to receive a free, appiopriate, public

. education;- ,._ . *

Serve to foster interagency, intra-agency, and medical community cooperation to insure the smooth
provisiOn of other necessary social, vocational, rehabilitation, medical, and welfare services to visually ,
handicapped students'in concert With the total educational system; .

Serve as information channels to the U.S. Education Department,, Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitation Services in the long range development of appropriate programs, services, and tech-

,. nology; . .
Advise teacher-training institutions of evolving competencies needed for teachers of the visually
handicapped; and
Maintain regular communication 'with national professional organizations and consumer groups to
insure uniformity of se vice delivery patterns "and to- keep abreast of the latest policy, curricular,
technVogical and prograindeVelopments..

To these tasks, and to function adequately as leaders, state education consultants for the visual-
ly handicapped must have a background of knowledge and understand about the special ducation
needs of visually handicapped students and must possess skill in administration" and co don. The
following competenCies are considered to beessential:

Ability to design and implement an appropriate special education service delivery stem for all
visually handicapped students; .. .

'"..."
Ability to supervise, advocate for, coordin , and support teachers who work with visually handi-
capped students at the local and regional ley s,

. .

Skill to assess, determine priorities, and m age time .and resources;
. Ability. to secure funds and manage fisca afters; .

.

Ability to utilize skills of a change agen to establish appropriate serve delivery systems;
Ability to plan and implement on-going staff development; . .

Ability to work effectively 'with other professionals such as local and state education officials, in-
structional materials center personnel, legislators; college/university personnel, parents, community
volunteers, etc.; . . .

Ability to engage in meaningful problem solving; '
Skill. in analyzing and utilizing the politia communications systen0;
Ability to serve in an advocacy role;
Ability to apply research skills to the solution of educational problems;
AOity to select and manage appro§riate evaluation procedures for handicapped students and pro-
gams; and . . )c. .

Skill in facilitation and .consultation. .
.

.

With these competencies, state education consultant can serve in an advocacyrole to assure that
visually handicapped children and youth are adequately: represented at state and national levels. To do
so effectively, however, reqUirei that the primary foci and priorities of the state education cOnsultInt for
visually handicapped be to assure that appropriate. special education delivery systems for the visually
handicapped exist and..to provide support critically necessary for teachers and administrators at the local
and regional levels...''' .

at
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;t instructionol Resource Centers for the Visually Handicapped

Abstract

The provision:of specialized materials. and equipment is an essential component.
of:appropriate.qUality- educational programS for visually handicapped pupils.
These include, textbooks in :a'variety of media to meet visual needs, teaching.
aids; And specialized equipment. Instructional resource centers provide a cost-
effective WaytodiStribute these educational materials. Service delivery models
include the acquisltion/delivery prate* clearinghouse, and depository. In ad-
dition, these. centers.4requently perform the fyllowing services information
dissemination-lo various audiences; production and duplication of materials;,'
ployision of inservice and professional development to various audiences; and
publication of newsletters.

4

4
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Instructional" Resource Centers
for the Visually Handicapped

Julie Holton Todd
Ohio Resource Center for Low'Incidence

and Severely Handicapped

Specialized materials and equipment are a neCessary and vital component of the education of children
with visual impairments. Time, effective and efficient use of monies, and knowledge of resources are essential -

considerations when designirlg a system of delivering materials and services to visually handicapped students.
Textbooks in braille, large print, and/or on tape arexostly items that are most'often needed by a stu,slent

for only 1 year before a new grade-level text is needed. Locating titles in the appropriate format is a time-
consuming process that requires knowledge of local, state, and national resources. In addition, visually.
handicapped students often need 'specialized equipment such as braillewriters and tactual aids for mathe-
matics, science, and other curricular areas. These items are not "on4he shelves" of most school districts,
and therefore they are not readily available when needed by students.

The most cost-effective way to deliver materials to students is through tstatewide instructional resource
center for the visually handicapped (IRC/VH). Such a delivery system can assist the state and local educati ©n
agencies, in the delivery of materials and services to visually handicapped students, their parents, and edu-
cators. IRC/VH's allow savings in staff time and money since items are easily located .using established .

networks. Monies are used more effectivelytbecause items are recirculated and duplicate items are not
purchased.

There are many types of delivery systems or IRC/VH models. Most states that have an IRCNH system base
the delivery system on one or more of the,models listed below.

Acquisition /Delivery Model

Receive requests for titles: 4
Arrange for purchase and shipment of materials to the requester.

Glearinimise Model

Receive requests for titles. 1

Arrange for Nrchase and shipment of materials to the requester.

M'aintain an inventory system.

Recirculate materials.

Depository Model

117

Receive requests for titles. . =
.

Arrange, for purchase and shipment Of.materials to the requester.

Maintain 'an inventory system.

Reuse materials.

House Irialsrials in-a central and/or satellite location.

Return materials to the central or satellite location until they are needed again.

In addition to the services listed above, an IRC /VH may also offer the followrni:

Information dissemihation. av:

iP Materials production in appropriate media for visually handicapped learners.

,,Matt4ials duplication in alternate media,
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Inservice and professional development for a variety of professionals'and parents.

Publication and dissemination of newsletters for professionals aryd parents.

Instructional resource centers for the visually handicapped are an effective way to use limited local, state",
and federal monies to deliver appropriate materials and services to visually handicapped students in a timely
manner. They provide the necessary textbooks in the required media as'well as other specialized equipment,-
and educational aids that may be necessary for these children to be able toproperly function in their classrooms
and to succeed as independent individuals in the sighted world.

%.
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. Funding

. Abstract

Adequate funding is critical to the operation of any' high quality educational
program. Basic funds to support general and special education activities should
extend to and include visually handicapped learners; in additions preferential
funding must be considered due to the low incidence and unique needs of
visually handicapped pupils. Preferential funding is often needed because of
the geographical spread of the. population, their hetereogeneous needs, and
the teacher inservice and parent training needs that are so specific to meeting
the educational needs of the pupils. In order to insure adequate funding for

,,education of these pupils, cooperation with other handicapped interest groups
is essential.

0

.



k Funding

Elinor H. Long
Coordinator; Pennsylvania Deaf -blind Center

One would expect that a position statement on funding in respect to visually handicapped children and
their educational programs and services would be relatively simple to develop. Ideally, of course,.we and
others who are their advocates would say that these "special children should receive all that they need.
But we recognize that-We are living in an vie of rising costs, rampant inflation and taxpayer
foment, so the ideal flay not be practical, even considering the intent and the mechanisms of P.L. 94-142.

Basically many educators of the visually handicapped subscribe to the following positions:
1. That funds supporting general education activities should extend to visually handicapped .childrest

where such activities are appropriate for them. . . .

2: That funds. supporting special education should provide special education specific to .the unique'
heeds of visually handicapped children. . .

3. That funds 'supporting generic activities and services for all handicapped 'children should be avail-
able at least proportionally --.,to the number of visually handicapped, deaf-blind or multi-

: handicapped visually handicopped availablefor service. . ..

4. That preferential funding must occasionally be considered due to the low incidence and unique
needs,of this population. .

.

.

In those states where the mainstreaming of visually handicapped children was a fairly well accepted
practice prior to the mandates of Pji 94-142, general education had already begun to demonstrate con-
siderable capability for assailing itsTesponsibilities to these children, though continuing to seek special
educatiOn fiscal support, special instructional materials and technical issistince. In states with relatively
limited experience in the mainstreaming of visually handicapped chltIren, P.L. 94-142 should provide

'sufficient incentive for increasing mainstreaming opportuntles for these students. .

The issue is not just to open public. sehool doors to admit visually handicapped students. As we pursue
further we become aware of the need to emphasize equal opportupity within the school so that visually
handicapped children are admitted to physics classes, participate in regular physical education programs,
prompt for school plays, carry water for the football teams, ride regular schobl buses, consult with guidance
counselors on career choices and utilize school libraries. .

When significant adjustments are required to tailor a general education program or activity to the needs
li of visually.handic.apped children, whether as a group requiring -a special education resource roam program,

as itinerant instruction students or as visually handicapped students requiring special education in special
facilities such as schools fOl.the blind primary funding should be the responsibility of special education anik,
general education support should be made available. Allowing for organizational variations among.the states . .-
this basic concept apPars to be in practice throughout the country. ..

We as professionals in the field of the visually handicapped can exert impact in the area of defining
,

The essential elements of special education programs and services ,for,the visually handicapped. In so doing it
is important for us to acknowledge that the cost of special education programs and services for visually ,."
handicapped children is expensive. Planned. future inerviCes should deal With relative costs in the educa-

-. tional continuum to make us all more sensitive to these factors and to tIecome partners, with 'our administra-
tive officers in seeking ways to most efficiently uillizefunds. There mtiiit be greater fiscal and programmatic
recognition for children 'who are otherwise handicapped and assigned. to some other type of special edu
tion classes and require visually handicapped support services. Such children are probably underserve
not inappropriately 'served when visually handicapped .support la' not provided. "The severely Multi-,
handicapped visually handicapped children are even more costly to educate but noi lei%, entitled to or
deserving of appropriate programs. , . .1, .

.0

The concept of preferential landing is not unknown to the field .of thevisually handicap . As a matter.
of fact, the federal "Act to promOte, the education of the blind" as enacted a century ag and still sub-
sidizes a large Portion of braille and large print books and other instructional devised and ap glances these
children require. Title VPC, whit* provides funds for education of deaf -blind and other severely hen

.-. .
1 6



rApped
children' has stimulated significant national development of programs and rrvicel necessary for

these small minorities in our society. . .

The Federal Optacon Project,,not only has provided the nation's blind children with equipment that
would have been beyond the capacity of most school systems to purchase but also has sponsored teacher
training programs. At the federal level preferential funding has usually focused on some particular area in :.
-the visually handicapped field requiring national attention. The success of the programs cited here, and ":".'i

others like them, are recognized by all of us. .

Preferential legislation at the state level has also occurred in the education of visually 'handicapped
children. In some states fbnding is authorized to furnish reader services to visually handicapped students or

,for ,the operation of instructional materials centers or.libraries, Such statewide programs also mike valuable
contributions to this population. . . 0.

Today there is a tendency to avoid. "preferential treatmenr of any group of handicapped as a kind of
reverse discrimination. This is faulty logic, 'since to insist on equal treatmenrit a denial of individual
differences. Besides, "prioritizing of need" is accepted practice in planning. According.to program plan
guidelines, states are expected to give priority attention to the unserved and to those who are more severely ..

handicapped.
Those of .us concerned with visually handicapped children are inclined to favor priority based on low

incidence since the visually handicapped, deaftolind and severely multi-handicapped children are a minority
among the handicapped minority and moreover are not only clustered around our urban Centers where
resources are usually varied and prevalent, but also are found living in the, most remote and isolated areas

that have little to offer.
These factors resylt,in tremendous difficulty for building advocacy networks, for Oroviding meaningful

inservice for .teachers of visually handicapped, for providing specialized inservice for regular educators
working with these children, for parent training, for organizing and implementingpreschool and for infant
stimulation programs.

A common tendency today is to provide generic funding for activities such as.these,, since it is intended
thaA all handicapped children will appropriately benefit or participate. But then whatever ,activities are
offered through these funds tend also to be generic in approach, aimed mainly at those problems aid needs
the handicapped have in common, seldom dealing directly with those special problems and needs which

are vital to the minorities within the handicapped population. .

Generic approaches to teacher inservice and to parent training, when supposed to be in the interest of
the visually handicapped, are of value up to the point where they need to be specific. After that point is

reached they can actually be. damaging. We must be orgbard against utilization of generic funding for
generic activities at the exclusion of specific activities to benefit a specific group such as the visually-handl-
capped.

.

One way to prevent such occurrence is to administratively apportion generic funds on the basis of the ,

total number of children presented for service in a given state. Then visually handicapped children-and
other minorities could be assured of their fair share of the funds available, whether for generic or for

iffiecific activities, or for a combination of both. .

Finally, our position on funding should include a stand for cooperation with other handicapped interest
groups and against the handicapped having to compete with each other. Some friendly competition, of
course, can be healthy and stimulating. But we can ill afford competition when vital education programs
and services are at stake. All handicapped children are to be served, and all arekto be served appropriately.
Adequate, appropriate fdnding, combined with meticulous, creative fiscal and program planning, is basic

to all our efforts in the interest of our special children.

28
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Part IV

THE TEACHER

The teacher of visually, handicapped pupils is the 13ivot wound which the educationarprogram revives.
The quality of educational programs is dependent in large Aleasure.on the quality of the teachers in those
programs. Visually handicapped learners have unique needs that require the assistance of well .qualified
teachers whci are specially prepared to meet their educational needs. The first paper included here states the
role, responsibilities, and expectations of the teacher of visually handicapped pupils.

In recent years, large' numbers of visually handicapped pupils with handicaps in 'addition to their visual
disability have had an impact on educational programs. In addition, teachers of visually handicapped pupils
are increasingly requested to consult 'with other special education teachers who have in their claArpoms
children with visual impairments as their secondary.handitappingcOndition. The.second paper describes
how teachers must now expand their role and responsibilities in order to serve more adequately pupils with
other. handicaps.

Professional preparation programs are essential to producing teachers who can work with visually hand-
icapped learners. The third paper discusses the maintenance of high quality educational programs.for both
the inservice and.preservice preparation of teachers of visually handicapped pupils.

The final paper states the need for,specialized certification for teachers working in this low-incidence area
because of the nature of these pupils who have very specific educational needs:

itesources

HoInfan, I. 1., & Scholl, G. (1981). Competencies for teachers of the visually handicapped: Background, .

issues, and current development. DVH Newsletter, 26(1), 9-30. .

Kappan, D. L.11977). Preparing the dual-compe(ency teacher of the visually handicapped. Education of the
visually handicapped, 29, 7-8.

Spungin, S. I. (1977). Competency based curriculum for teacher's of the yisually, handicapped: A national
stdfiy. New York: American Foundation for the Blind.

Spungin, S. 1.11970. Competencies and public school programming. VVH Newsletter, 23(2), 12 -14.
Spungin, S. I. (1979). Vision field mustadefine teacher's role, function. DM Newsletter, 24(2), 6.-7,

Taylor, I. (1978). Competency-based programs: A national perspectivoi lournal of Visual Impairment and
Blindness, 72, 161,.1'62.
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.The, Role and Fund(*) Of
the Teacher of the Visu4fy Handicapped

.

Abstract

.

The educational needs-of visually liancqapped -learned..are unique be
of their visual impairment. In opile;(tO assist these' learners 0 mike. effective
use of their educational prograiristteacheli must:engage-in-specialized edq-
cational activities. To perform thet.ictivities,.theKneed competencies. in the
following areas: assessment and rvaluation; educational and instructional sum,:
egies in the learning environment.Orthe regal& school program; educational
and instructional strategies that are unique in the ettrikkulum for visually hand-
icapped learners; guidance and tpuriseling )tor.learner akVparents; adminis-.
tration and superviSion includinccommunication. with administrators,
recordkeeping, casefinding, referral,: and scheduling; and ichool-community.
relations. . .1 .
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The Role and Function of
the Teacher of the Visually Handicapped

.6,

Now more than ever before the field is seeing a need to define the role and function of teachers of
the visually handicapped, especially in light of the growing acceptance of the generic special education
program models and personnel developed to serom the low incidence popUlation of visually handicapped
children. In order to justify the need for trained teachers in vision toserve these children the field must be
very clear as to what is actually meant by "a teacher of the visually handicapped." Conseqtiently, what
follows are-areas of speCialized activities to servo as role guidelines for teacher/consultants of the visually
handicapped in community. day school programs.

Susan /ay. Spungin
American Foundation for the Blind !k-

I. Assessment and Evaulation
A. Perform functional vision assessments.

0
...

B. Obtain and interpret eye/medical reports as they .relate to educational environments.
C. Contribute to appi.opriate portions of the IEP, such as long-term goals, short-term goals, learning

style/physical constraints. '
D.

E.

F.
G.

H.

Recommend 'appropriate service dejivery plans, including physical education, ancillary support
services, equipment time frames. .

Recommend appropriate specialized evaluations as needed, such as low vision, orientation and
mobility, psychological, and adaptive physical education. .

Confer with special services to aid in evaluation.
Assist in determining the eligibility and the appropriate placement of visually handicapped chil-
dren.
Participate in the assessment of each pupil, and interpret results to classroom teachers and others.

II. Educational and Instructional Strategies: Learning Envirgnment
A. Assure that" the student is trained in the use of, and liras available, all devices and technological

apparatus useful to the process of academic. learning.
B. Assure that the classroom teacher fully understands the unique needs of children with visual losses.
C. Act as a catalyst in developing understanding of visual loss with sighted children.
D. Interpret adjustments needed in assignments or standards in the regular classroom.
E. y Assure that the student has all educational materials in the appropriate media.
F. Consult with the classroom teachers regarding methodology to be used as 'visually handicapped

children are included in classroom learning experiences.
G. Instruct the student in academic subjects and activities.reouiring adaptation and reinforcement as a

direct result of visual handicap.

III. Educational and instructional Strategies: Unique Curriculum
A. Braille Reading and Writing -- 11 may be necessary for the teacher of the visually handicapped to
'. provide beginning braille reading instruction and to introduce the childoto such mechanical aspects

of reading'as: top of the page, bottom of the page, use of fingers, tracking, etc. Introduction of
writing: is also the responsibility, of the teacher 1 the visually handicapped. Braille writers and
slates and styli are unfamiliar learning tools to e classroom teacher; the classroom teacher should
not be expected to master the mechanics of ei er, The teacher of the visually handicapped 11,111*
possess the necessary" tikills in braille mathematics abdin braille music, and will provide instruction
to students in their use: q 4' '1'.

B. Handwriting For the partial'y stiOns child, certain aspects of handwriting'in respect to site and
configuration may be the ressionsibillkof the teacher of the visually handicapped. The teaching
of signature writing, and, if apprqpri4e, additional. handtvriting skills to functionally blind chit-
dren'is certainly a respqnsibility. u . \I ,

.,a1(

, .

;
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C. Typewriting Formost loW vision children and, fircntiOnally blind children typing will be the
major means' of communication between the child and sighted peers, parents, and achers. This
is a skill which should be carefully and thoroughly taught by the teacher of the v ually handi-
capped as soon as the pupil has sufficient motor skills. ,

D.. Large Print and Optical Aids It miy be necessary for the teacher of the visually handicapped to
help low vision children utilize reading aids in order to fully benefit in the. regular classroom.

.. E. Listening Skills Both partially seeing and functionally blind students need to learn good iiiten-
ing skills, Listening becomes extremely important in the secondai grades 'when 'print reading
assignments become long and laborious. It is necessary for the visually handicapped chid to begin
a sequential course of study in the development of 'listening skills as early as possible. The develop-

.), ment of listening skills is not confined to the use of an alternate reading system-. It is important in
mobility, in social conversation, and in .interpreting. a variety of auditory signals received from the

, environment. .

.
.

F. Study.Skilli Skimming braille or large print materials, outlining in braille...or large print, search-
ing for significant information In recorded materials, and other skills may need to be taught by th%
teacher of the visually handicapped. _.

G. Tactual Skills, The-deVetoptnerrt-oftactual-skilis i)-ovt confitved-to-thereaditig-ef-braille.-Vi.sually-__,...
handicapped students should be taught to. use their fingers and hands well. in order to explore, .- .

identify, and appreciate all tangible materials in their environment.
-H. Visual Efficiency .This underlines achieVement in every skill area forthe partially seeing pupil: . g

academic; .psychomotor skills, self!heip, and vocational and social skills. The Use of residual vision
is one of the most important 'aspects of the curriculurn offered by the teachh, of the visually
handicapped. . ,

I. Motor Development ..The teacher of the visually handicapped must know the potential problem
areas, in motor development for visually handicapped children.-Body image,, body' in space con-
cepts; visual motor skills, etc., a_ re included in this area.

J.. Physical Education This is often a' problem for visually handicapped pupils In public schools.
Students must be assisted in. understanding and participating in team games; Physical. fitness must
be stressed.

.
, .

K. Orientation and Mobility Much of the orientation and mobility heeds of the student are the
responsibility of qualified orientation and mobility instructors. The responsibilities of, and the.
relationshp between the teachers of the visually handicapped and the orientation arid mobility:
instructors must be clearly defined. It is possible thatthe. former will -assume responsibility for
assuring that students develop in sensory motor, gross, and fine motor skills. Visually handicapped
children must be taught to move- in space, and to be aware of. the environment around .them.
They must leiro to use tactual and auditory cues to assist and identify their position In space and
the relative position of other persons and objects around.them.

L, Concept Developinent The teacher of the visually handicapped shares with others the responsi-
bility for the development of basic ,concepts by the student, future learning is dependent upon
the student's thorough understanding and association,. discrimination, and relationships.

M. Activities of Daily Living .Thorough knowledge of the activities and techniques of daily living
or personal management skills is needed to create independence so thit visually handicapped
students may become acceptable and personable beings free of mannerisms, and socially attrac-
tive to Others. Specific objectives include but are not limited to: a) caring for personal needs;
b) developing' adequate eating habits; c) mastering the process and routine of dretsingand undress-
ing; d)' developing a positive /

N. Reasoning The ability to reason, especially. in the abstract, may require specific instruction from
the teacher of the. visually handicapped. Students may need assistance in the ,development of
decision-making skills, problem solving, and learning to live with occasional frustration and failure.

. 0. 'Human Sexuality Teachers of the visually handicapped, parents and othershate the responsi-
. . 'bility fed graduali, sequential instruction .in human sexuality for visually handicapped students:

Because programs in sex- education for sighted, children 'assume that much ,visual information has
been 'previopsly attained, the .visually handicapped..pupil may need a specific_ curriculum taught

by appropriate, well-prepared professionals. .

P. Leisure and Recreation . The :mother of the visually 'handicapped, parents, and community
agencies share a responsibility to expose the student to, and provide learning. opportunities in,

4 wide var ty of leisure time activities whidlleave carryover value to adult life,
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IV; Guidance and Counseling
-A A. Guidance. and counselipg assists .visually handicapped students in understanding their attitudes

and thote of others concerning- visual impairment;- in exploring similarities and differences' in
relation 'to all children; In,becoMing socially aware of oneselland environment; in learning accept-.
able behavior,. in encouraging social interactions with peer, groups; and, in .becoming. more inde7
pendent. Parents should be included in this guidance and counseling process.

B. Career education curriculum that has been dseloped for sighted children may need supple:
mentary instruction from a teacher of the filially handicapped. Career education encompasses
three sequential areas: career awareness, career exploration, and vocational preparation. Each, in
sequence, is dependent upon the other. A curriculum in career education for the visually-handi-
capped may be necessary, and implementation 'of this curriculum may be the responsibility of-the,
teacher of the visually handicapped. At the career exploration level this could well moan many
field trips into the community so that the visually handicappedAudent will have exposure to
people and work situations..

C. Vocational counseling is an Integral part of programs designed for visually handicapped students.
Career awareness begins on the primary level, continuing with career exploration and orientation

:,on the intermediate and secondary level. The teacher in conjunction with the counselor should
involve visually handicapped students and parents-in this counseling process. Follpling.the assess-
ment of vocational strengths and weaknesses, the students may participate in work-study experi-
ence programs as appropriate.

D. Social adjustment skills are an integral part of the curriculum and asSistthe visually handicapped
student to blend smoothly into society. Areas that must be emphasized arc spatial awareness and
orientation, verbal alik nonverbal language, self-help skills, .socialization processes, interpersonal'.
relations, human sexuality, and real. lifeexperiences.

E. Support services to famifies should include:
1. Interpreting implications of visual impairment on overall development;
2. Referring to appropriate service providers;
3. .Encouraging home involvement in program objeCtives;
4. Acting as a resource in the. field of vision.

V. Administration and Suoen!ision
A. Communication with Administrators

1. Pupil information (e.g visual status, grade level, prototype).
2. Program goals and activities.
3. Program evaluation.
4. Screeninfand referral procedures:
5. Relationship to 'other-regular and special education programs and support services.
6. Budget funds to include funds for travel time, consultation, instruction, salaries, travel ex-

penses, instructional materials, preparation time, conferences and benefits.
7. In-service programs by and for teacher/consultants of the visually impaired.
S. Program scheduling to allow adequate time for planning, preparation,, reporting, commuting,

instruction and staff conferences.
9. Physical facilities which.include instructional settings, offices and storage space.

10.. Advocate of students'. educational/legal rights andprovider of services.
11: Provide input into scheduling of students:

B. Record Keeping '

1. Maintain statewide and System-wide student ce.ritus.1
2. Obtain and maintain student.medical and optometric tenons.
3.- Maintain records of pupil assessments, individual educational plans, reviews and progress

. reports *ith signed parental release forms:
4. Maintain material and equipment requests.

C. Casefinding, Student Referral Procedures-and.Scheduling .

.1 .. Act as a vision consultant for systemwide screening, materials, folid'w-up and recommendations.
2. Participate In L al plan for Child Search. :

3. 1Maintain a refe I/communication system with nurses and other school staff.
4. Obtain current a reports and.begin notification and assessment.
5. Schedule time 'for achl planning, 'preparation,' travel, and conferences with parents and

relevant school and no -school persons. N.
1
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6. Maintain records and exchangeinformation about visually handicapped students with appro-.
priatc personnel and consistent with school district policies regarding confidentiality,.

7. -Prepare a master schedule to be. given to the supervisor and the principal of the building in
which students are served.

8. Work-within the frameWork and policies of the school.

VI. School Community Relations
A. School and Community Involvement The teacher of the visually handicapped should be prepar-

ed to interpret the program to school personnel,_ board of eduCation, and other groups within the
community.

B. Program Liaison .

1. Private, state and local agencies and schools
2. Resources within the community

0".3. Medical specialists
4. Plicement transitions .

5. Parents
.

6. Related appropriate specialists
7. Recreation resources

C. Services Development.
1. Coordinate ancillary groups and individuals, such as transcribers, 'recordists, readers for

visually handicapped students, counselors and mobility instructors.
2. ' Assist in the initiation. of new services as well as coordinating existing-ones to bring the varied

and necessary related services to the educational program:
3. Attend professional meetings (in and out of the district) concerned with the education of

visually handicapped students.
4. Keep abreast of new developments .in the education of visually handicapped children and

youth.
5. Maintain on-going contact with 'parent's to assure realistic understanding of child's abilities,

progress, futurepals, community resources, etc.

a.
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Expansion of the Role of
the Teacher of the Visually Handicapped:

Providing for Multi-Impaired Students

Abstract
.

Teachers of visually handicapped children are increasingly expected to verve
pupils who.have handicaps in addition tg, their visual loss. They must have the
competencies listed in the previous position paper, and they need additional
Gowledge in child development, communication systems, behavior manage-
ment,. legislation and litigation; -and task analysis. The diversity of educational
service delivery models requires them to know advantages and disadvantages
of each model-and to have skill in organizing.the instructional program in each
model: Teachers working with multiply handicapped students are required to
possess skills in working as memberS. of the transclisciplinary team and in
understanding the needs of parents. There are several -options available for
preparing for this role.
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Expansion .of. the Role of
the Teacher of. the Visually Handicapped:

Providing for MultiImpaired Students.
Phil Vedovatti

Coordinator, Visually Impair, l(o,western Illinois Association

Rosanne K. Silberman
Associate Professor, Hunter College of the City University of N.Y.

All multi-impaired students who have visual handicips are entitled to the services of a trained teacher of
the visually handicapped, Due to the increasing numbers df these students enrolling in day and residential
school programs, edudators of the visually handicapped should expand their roles, functions, and compet-
encies. Many teachers are currently expected to serve children who have visual impairments in addition to a
broad range of other disabilitieS Including cerebral palsy, hearing impairment, mental retardation, and
various neurological syndromes. Meeting the complex educational needs of. these multi-impaired, visually
handicapped (Ml-VH) children In a wide variety of settings offerd a unique challenge, which is the locus of this
position paper, k .

. It is the position DI the DVH membership that all teachers of the visually handicapped have the
competencies outlined in the publication: Vision Field MUst Oeline Teacher's Role, Function (Spungin, 1979).

These competencies include the areas of:

A) Assessment and Evaluation

. B) Educational and Ostflictional Strategies

C) Learning Etivironment

D) Unique CurricUlum

E) ,Guidance and Counseling

F) Administration and Supervision

G) School and Community Relations

11.

Moreover, additional specific competencies now should be added to take.into account the needs of MI-VH

learners. 4-

In the two areas, Assessment and Evaluation and Educational and InstructionalStrategies, it is the primary
responsibility of the proles'sionals in the field of the education of the visually handicapped, especially
.teachers, to assess and develop, insofar as possible, functional vision Ckills in all multi:impaired
regardless of the severity or multiplicity of impairments. Of critical importance is having competenoiein the
following areas:

A) Knowledge of the common types of visual- functioning dillitulties in various handicapped
populations

KnowledOe 'ol the effects of visual loss on language development'"

C) Knowledge normal reflex and movement patterns and their interaction with vital functioning

36. V
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14- Kndwledge, of OPOrOpriste positioning and handling techniques for multi-impaired students

' . .

E) Knowledge of the effects of visual loss on the performance of (unction!l vision teaks, I.,:i feeding

boards..
wOnshOp tasks, manual communication skills,dhOthe proper scanning of cominunication

f 6oards..
.

-- -6.
. . ... .,...,.. . .

While certain subject. areas in which teachers of the visually, handicapped should be trained arc
enumerated in the DWI position paper developed by Spungin (1979),Jheemphasis of theseco.mpetendies is

. dramatically different when the locus lion education of the MI-VH student. These difference.s.are particularly
evident in the lollowingareas: :

\ci

A) Educational Assessment and Diagnosis

B) Leisure and Recreation

0) Human Sexuality

0) Motor Development

E) Cognitive Development

F) Social Adjustment Skills

G) Career and Vocational Education

.e

Other amps of knowledge needed by teacherswho work with multi-iVaired students'include:

A) Earl( child development with specific emphasis on normal and abnormal motor and language
. development

e
B) Augmentative communication systems

C) PrinCiples of itehavior management

-0) Legislatign 'and litigatten 4elated to children's rights to an education
1p

E) Task analysis. relevant to low functioning students

Visually handicapped students with multi-iMpairmenti are participating more frequently id,diverse
educational service delivery models and living successfully in varioue types of community facilities Including .
their home,*group.homes, developmental centers, residential schools, hospitals, and institutions. Therefore,
additional relevant competencies needed by their teachers are:

. r a

Knowle4Je of the types, advantages, and disadvantages of alternate service delivery models

B) Skil, in organization
1.. Time Management
2. Scheduling r

3. Use of space ,,

*I .

C) ppro pr late: ufili Zit lion of support personnel, i.e. teacher assidtants, child care or residence workers.
. . ,

Teachers of the visually handiCapped Should be able to function as an Integral part of a transdisciplinary7 . team in meeting the &telex needs of Ml-VH students, They will needto know and understand the roletand
funCtionsofthe various disciplines including but not limited to medicine; education; social work; psychology;
occupational, physical and speech therapies; and vocational rehabilitation. They must be knowledgeable In
the terminologies utilized bpi oath. Operating; as part of such. a team and offering limited direct and/or
consultative serviced affordelhe leacher.of visually handicapped students the opportunity to be both a
leachertind learner as he/she demonstrated his/ her,Stxpertiteand, in turn benefits from theRnowledge an4
skills of the other team Memberefrom various fields, all on behalf of MI-VH students, Additionally, the teacher
of the MI -V14 student.will be respcinsibie fordeveloPing in the other team members an understanding of .and
the techniques for meeting the unique needs of this population which are directly attributable to their visual
impairment, Waist) affords the teacher of the visually handicapped the opportunity to be an advocate for the
multi-impaired student with &visual impairment.

'



Also critical for such a teacher Is an'underatandIng gf the needs of parents of MI-VH students as well as
strategies for helping them to meet those needs. The ability to provide resources and information to parents,
to serve as an advocate for and with them, to establish counseling and support mechanisms, and to train
parents to assist in the development and implementation of their child's program are allfacets of the teachers

role in a comprehensive Parent participation program.
. ,

Although not all teachers of the visually handicapped will work with Ml-VH students, those who do will
need to have the additional competencies as described in this paper which tould enable them to
appropriately serve this population, Teacher preparation programs and school persoftel responsible for the
inservice training options exist Theseieptiona could include the following:

A) Specialized graduate level training programs)br. teachers of deal-blind and/or MI-VH visually
handicapped children

B) Courses designed to provide information and techniques for working with MI-VH students

C) Summer ,inservice workshops on various topics relating to the MI-VH student, °i.e. assessment,

behavior management

0) Utilization of consultants from both the field of the visually handicapped and froth Othevlisciplines
on a regular basis,. . . .

E) Provision. of ongoing alter school topical workshops in areas such as vision assessment and
remediation, feeding, motor developtneht, language development, etc.

F) Opportunities for visitations le. exemplary programs serving MI-VH .children

CI) Utilization of available inservice training packages devetoped to triin stall working Withiseverely
handicapped students

H) Training modules specifically designed to train teachers of MI-VH students

1) Encouragement for teachers of the visually handicapped,.to take additional courses in other

disciplines. .
.

Planning for the future offers exciting challenges and presents us with the need to change. The
expansion of the roles, !Unction, and competencies of the teacher of the visually handicapped would
enable us to provide the best possible services to visually handicapped students' with multi-
impairments and it would guarantee that our field would remain in the forefront of special education
in the years to come.

.
. .
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Teacher Pre)aration:
Continuity and Change

I
-6

Abstract

Current issues in general education, special education, and education of the
visually han4capped have an impact on teacher preparation. Guidelines for
teacher eduction in the area of visual handicaps have placed the field at the
forefront of the trend toward performance-based teacher education. Although
there is a need for teachers to have generic* preparation, the special needs of
visually handicapped learners make additional specific preparation essential.
Curriculum development requires active participation of the university student
in the process. Continuing professional improvement requires cooperative work
to assist -teachers in upgrading their skills. Long-range planning is necessary in
developing national standards; teacher education centers; curriculurrklevel,
opment; curriculum skills development; development of learning packets and
training modules; training in using technology; and research.
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Teacher Preparation:
Continttity and Change

Rose.Marie" Swallow
Professor, California State University, Los Angeles

. T ay's issue often Produce tomorrow's change:. they help us to reconsider the past in our search for a
bet understanding of fhb present. Since education often reflects current political and sociological condi-
tio so is teacher preparation effected by many of these sameconcerns. Teacher preparation in the area of
the v kally handitapped also continues to changin respohse to present day educational needs as well as
to political and other sociological influences. Even though these programs may have a changing focus or

. emphasis, they have never been repro demanding or more goal directed. Certainly today we recognize our
identity, yet are flexible enough ta-meet the varied needs and requirements of the field at large. Teacher
preparation as *Way! Is Involved in current educational issues and concerns. Nationally we are in a strong
position. In the mein we have.delined the knowledge and skills needed by teachers to be effective, and
geherally we are Working at deyeloping theft performance in our students.

Visually-handicapped education is ahead of other areas in special education. We havealready estab-
lished a field consensus of progrem objectives and We are currentlyf working on a field consensus of role
responsibilities. Thus it becomes 0 relatively easy task to define the roleof teacherpreparation in the area of

visually handicapped: to develop the required teaching sale; to understand the basic knowledge of the field:
and to prepare teachers who can perform at an acceptable level'ofability. Thus the Underlying issue of this
paper is the ultimate usefulness and effectiveness of that teacher preparation program. In other words, for
how long will the present day teacher preparation programs continue to be useful 10 developing personnel
effectively trained to meet the demands of the field?

If we accept the postion that there are two roles for teacher preparation - the "follower" and the 'leader"
-then, how do these two factors manifest themselves? A leader is an initiator of change and not merely a
reactor to change. A leader is a develoer of curriculunt, rather that an'adaptor of instructional material.. A
leader specializek in specific content in addition to developing the principles of generic preparation. BUt a
leader is flexible and responsitlb to the needs of the field in order to adequately devoid)) personnel for that
field. There are many times when each institution must Wen to the local cares and so-kerns of Its graduates
and at the same time be cognizant of national trends and issues.

Currently teacher preparation.is confronting certain issues, such as performance-based teacher educe,
lion, generic programming, curriculum development and professional improvement. Let us examine how
each. of these may be today's issues producing tomorrow's changes in preparation of teachers of the visually

handicapped.

The first concerns performancesbaseeleather education. It is impractical to believe that a national set of
teaching competencies in and of themselves can be responsive to all local needs and situational require-
ments for teachers: It is nevertheless apparentthat program-eutcoreeS, their measurement and the'criterion
for evaluation cannot be viewed as Inappropriate. Bu esti are not, nor should they be national criteria for
measuring program iliff activeness or the successful dove pment of teaching skills. The goals and objectives
are not an end la themselves, rather they Serve as guidell es for the preparation of more effective teachers. A
statement or kit of mastery tasks flir evaluating performances is to be viewed as a milestone in the
development of teach*r effective*** the means to.an end. Since the guidelines for education of teachersof
visually handicapped students have been developed, the field is well shoed of itself, The current national
goals tireiCellent behaviors for performance-based teacher education. Since.good guidelines necessarily

.

lack specificity;these may well Serve is national standards for teacher preparation centers.

Generic piogramming has been a main problem for 'many teacher-preparation programs, Since training
programs have lost much of their. specificity, they have alio lessened their identity. As a general statemerl,
university personnel often do not address the unique needs of sensorial Impaired students. School districts
recruiting teechersirom generic programs shouibe quite concerned with the overall relatedness of the'total

teacher preparation Program, Generic preparatiorimay attempt to do too much, to be too inclusive, and also to

4Q
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cometoearly in the normal learning sequence for teachers. However: this does not negate the need for
much of this general Knowledge and for these skills. But in addition education of visually handicapped
Student* has content designed to meet the unique needs of the sdhool-aged student. Thi 11 bodyof knowledge .

requires develOpment along with the generic preparation.

The educational needs of blind and partially seeing children demand more that generically. trained
teachers. teachers of VisuallyhandloapPed students are mortthan promoters of general education. 'The
need background, experience and certification in regular education. But In addition they must b ghly
specialized to Meet the unique :needs of visually handicapped learriers. Our current group visually

,handiCapped students suggests more specialization, required by our teachers, not less. Teache of visually
'handicapped students must 'be 'competently prepared to teach thesspeOlallzed curricula to children.pt
varying ages across the lull spectrum of abilities and skills. '

Curriculum developmentis the third trend to be discussed. As teacher Veiningcenters react to local needs
and national standards the curriculum goals and standards will change. Since curriculum change may
involve some of the unknown and unproven, concerned tearsmay arise In the fact of this.chance. Teacher
preparation must respond both thoughtfully and couOrigeously. For sure, most change involves multi-
direCtional energir. to the field and from the field. Since the teacher preparation center and the field at large
both have the best interest of the visually handicapped po tion Shared between them, they both have the
need to communicate effectivelywith each other. This tea oncerned response to needs of teachers and
university curricula will manifest itself in supportive energ for change. Both the Institution and the field
need each other in order to fulfill their own expectations. Both hive.vested interests In eachother. They are
truly working partners in the education of visually handicapped children and youth. University curricula in the
area of visual handicap are an outgrowth of this vestedinterest

But ultimately the final responsibility for learning rests wilhNhe university students. They havelyeely chosen
this area of study. At that point in time, it became their duty 'to diligently pursue, heir career choice, their
self - destiny. Unless the .university student Is actively involved in the learninglactivities of the teacher
preparation program and committed to the cause, learning does not take plate Much commitment and
sit-orifice are involved.

The IOUrth and final issue is professional Improvement. Because of recent technological and curriculum
innovations there is a need for. continued professional development: There are additional curriculum
changes through the use of Various reading and writing machines or talking devices. The variety of
curriculum adaptations available to teachers along with the special skills needed by,the learner areaffected
by technological advancements. The amount and. kind of educational aidsand mobility deiNces is ever
increasing. Each student trainee needs to be familiar with the workings and operations of numerous aids and
deuces and in addition be able to teach to the needs of each learner.

Teaching skills. in many areas often becoMe outdated or more frequently need updating. Teacher
preparation programs need to demonstrate their leadership ability in designing unique and useful models for
professional improvement. Bedause of the national shortage of teachers of visually handicapped students,
we must explore various models Of teacher preparation, We must bring programs to where they are needed.
We mint try new and creative approaches to meeting low incidence teacher needs.

Since the overall child population needs have Changed over the last decade, experienced teachers must
expand their concepts ol visually handicapped children, but irtaddltfon they need to demonstrate an ability to
teach the child functioning at lower or preschool 'levels, or the child with additional Warping and/or'
handitapping conditions. Many teachers naively state - "I'm not going to be teaching a child like !halt"
Whether they want to or not cannot be the concern of the teacher preparation program. In many institution's, all
the preservice students have practice with developmentally handicapped, preschool or multi-handicapped
children. Other institutions may specialize with other types of children or withspecialized training needs. The
training model background should be understood before a candidate, s hired by the school dlbict

Needle as to state, teacher preparation program responsibilites are going forward. On-going training has
become efsential to continued success in teaching. For the immediate future, it is envisioned that there is a
continuing need to deVelop long-range planning in,* following areas:

1. National standards from one training ,institution, to another is in need of future, clarification;

2. teacher education centers located for
'
special summer training sessions with exchanges of

competent staff;

Increased curriculum development by recogn ed professionals In the field;

4: Continued emphasis of curriculum skills de eloOment for the visually handicapped;
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5. earning packets distributed to inservice and 'presence training sites;,
8. Training modules developed for short-term training in a specific skill ark

7. Additional skills Aralhing In utilized technology in the classroom;

-8. Restart* applied to Innovative programs and curriculum.

These are indeed changing times, but the field is healthy With' a well defined body of knowledge.
Curriculum is essentially alive and vibrant. Hopefully,teacher pcepker tron is contributing to a sounder
educational climate in which children are leeirnIng. As the traditional patterns of involvement which have
characterized teacher education programs continue, the field is coming to a consensus in not only structure,
but also in nationally stated standards with defined role responsibilities. Teacher preparation will continue
that which is useful and change that which is obsolete,

This then is what is Meant by "teacher preparation: continuity and change." Today's issues hopefully will
produce tomorrows changes in the preparation of teachers who are, and will be directing the learning
experiences of all visually handicapped children and youth.
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Specialized Certification

Abstract

Historically, persons with specialized skills have been organized into identi-
.liable groups for purposes of recognition of their unique qu'alifications. Trained
,professionals concerned with education of visually handicapped pupils have
developed. unique educational. techniques, specialized materials and equip-
ment, program models, and professional teacher preparation, all designed to
provide the best possible education for visually handicapped learners. The
mom to generic teacher certification is threatening the continuation of this.,
situation, and specialized pqrsonnel are frequently caught,in the crossfire be-
tween generalist and specialist. TO be in.compliance,with the federatmand.ate,
it is essential. that speCialized certifiCation be deeloped and enforced so that
there rah. be an appropilate match between diagnosedstudent needs and
specialized instruction.

,.



Specialized. Certification

0

John 11. Stager

Education Specialist, Massachusetts Department of Education
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1

From the beginn(ngs of civilization, society' hs expressed needs for the organization 9f persons with

common interests, concerns, skills, and training into identifiable groups for the purposes of recognition,

personal improvement, standard setting and ge eral protection of public interests; Historically, , guilds,.

trader associations, professional societies and go rntnental units have received 'the endorsement of society

to fulfill those recognized basic needs.
So it has been in ;the education sphere.. ThePublic has expressed its particular needs for the existence of

identifiable bodies of professional .persons trained in certain educational -management and instructional

skilli in order that the best interests of studentsomay be protected, and' that education professionalsthem,

selves may receive strength and nurture. This Ilea has shown itself through the development of a multitude ..

:

'of formal And informal professional cducatiatItassociations, and recently through the vigorous development

Of' state anefederal bureaucracies orgy to "guarantee" individual civil rights to a."free appropriate .

public education." .

'The body of trained professionals tone
recently has enjoyed an ever developing pa
ment, program models and professional teacher preparation. As a discrete entity, the profession of instruc-

don' for visually handicapped students genierally is at an unprecedented high level of development in this

country. ;

Simultaneous to 'this development has/teen even . greater philosophical and consequent legal develop-

.1:

med with the education of students -with visual handicaps
rn of educational techniques, specialized materials and equip-

ments with regard to the manner in wh
Public Law 94142 and its corollary sta
both the public and private sectors. Thr
placed their educators "on notice" that
be the "bottom line" public expectation

In response, educational idministrato
responsive to this public mandate. Pr

all exceptional students are managed in an educational setting. !

mandates.have literally shaken regular and special education in

ugh these pieces of legislation, the citizens of'this, country have'
qual treatment, substantive instruction and positive results are to

r handicapped students.
s and instructors, for the most part, have regrouped in order to be
dural safeguards, refined assessment. procedures, parent involve' . .

ment, integrated 'instructional models, revised professional standards, and bureaucratic program monitoring

have all become the watch words of the day. Public fiscal resources, in a period of genera) decline, have. .1 I

been' severely strained in the process of satisfying thesedramatic increases in general public expectation.

.Specialized instruction and educational support services for visually .handicapped students. have not

been exempted from these pressures. The cries ftbm teachers of the visually handicapped are numerous and

more frequent everyday. "My administrator of special education doesn't really know (or want lo know)

what my competencies are, what my appropriate role is, or what the needs of my students are." "The
forms are filled out, but 1 was omitted from the IEP conference, so they assigned my student to a 'resource

teacher' and orderedrelarge print book." "The town didn't want to spend any more money, so they de-

cided that the 'substantially separate.class' teacher' could see' him when necessary/" "The parents were told

by administration that the neivlaw required no more categorical specialists, so my services aren't required."-

"A generic been assigned now to monitor my caseload."
These statements stand in stark contrast to the foregoing discussion. Noncompliance, with the law,

educational malPracticegulatorY misinterpretation and interpersonal breakdowns are all it work here.In

the rush to provide "soiRethittg" for tegtsttsilent's 'special need," enormous omissions in sound educa-

tional decision making have taken place.
P.L. 94-142, paragraph 121a.532(e) states, "Theevaluation (of a student) is' made by a multidisciplinary .

team or group of persons, including at.least one teacher or other' spetialist with knowledge in the area of

t .

,

.1

suspected disability." This requirement stands, therefore, as a national public expectation that students

have unique oducatibnal needs in spite of worn out disability labels, nOncategoricil programming mquire-

°lents, due process procedural errors and fiscal constraints. In the 'fate of tremendously complex prdcesses

in implementing this national mandate, insidious homogenlzingjnfluences have crept In which Contradict

the legislation's basic intent of a "free, àppropriat . public education."

. :. -44
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Specialized personnel have 'In many cases been -caught in the crossfirCof the fipecialist vs, generalist
conflict 'which 'even now rages 'on :across this land: Indeed, any Professional deserves to succumb in SUCh ..
Conflicts if competencies can not be convincingly demonstrated, The, public, hoWever, has indicated
through P.L. 94142 that it will continue to rely on governmental units to provieguaranteeithat appro. I...
'priately traine0 'professional educators wilt be pivotly Involved in diagnosing, stating and defending the
needs of handicapped students. . '

(_)
.:

-States, in compliance with this federal 'mandate, must.provide a mechanism for teachers with specialized iskills to be public)), recognized as appropriately trained agents.to be used in implementing this public'
.f

(.

wish. Specialized state certification standards for public and private school teachers of the visually hand- .
7 II

icapped, therefore, must be thoughtfully develoPedand vigorously-enforced. It it only through this.mech-
anism. that the public bas some degree ot guarantee that there will be 'an promOriate match between
diagnosed student needs anti specialized instruction. . '.
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Part .V'

CURRICULAR cONSIDERATIONS
1

. ..Visually handicapped learners, if they are3o be given equal access to and equal opportunity to participate
in an appropriate educational program designed to meet their individual educational needs, require certain
components within the curriculum that are not typically included in the regurar school curriculum. The first
paper included here describes the need for services to pupils that will improve their visual functioning,
namely, low-vision services.

.
.-

The second paper describes the function of the orientation and mobility specialist in meeting needs of
visually handicapped learners. Orientation and mobility instruction is an integral part of the educational
program. These two components are not "extras" or "support..services," but rather aright and a necessary
part of the curriculum if visually. handicapped tearners are to have an appropriate educational program.

....
.
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1

(
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Low Vision: Topics of Concern

. A

4

Abstract.

Visually.handicapped children should be encouraged to make effective use o1
their residual vision through the. use of optical ajds or print reading with Mod-
ifications. Children with very limited vision have fOund optical aids and visual
efficiency training essential in the educational process. Childfen should be
assessed to determine whether they can make effective use of such aids, and .

proper selection. and training should follow. ttounsiilfrig with the child and the
parents is sometimes necessary to assist in acceptance of aids. Research on the

efficacy of large print i inconclusive. In general, children should be given the
option of selecting the medium that is most suitable to meet their needg:Tegular
print witir magnification or large print. .

.
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Low Vision: Topics of Concern
'Laurence K. ardner

Teachers College, Columbia University

,
Anne L. Corn

University of Texas at Aiistin

Optical Aids

Introduction

Although magnification of objects has been possible for many centuries, fear of deterioration oj vision
through use, and a lack Of expertise In the production of lightweight lenses limited the development61 optical.
aids until the first half of the twentieth century.

Optical aids, sometimes mitered to-as low vision aids, consist of one or more lenses placed between the
eye and the object to. be viewed. Such aids are designed to maximize the visual abilities I individuals by
altering the size and position of the "projection" of an object on the retina:They may also. flect the amount
of light tra mitted' to the eye. Thus, tinted lenses placed in spectacle frames Can be consi Brea optical aids
when Ores ribed for thepurpose of enhancing impaired-vision. Some electronic aids, sut, es closed circuit
television systems, are also considered optical aids.. Optical aids are widely used by visually handicapped
children in educational settings. .

- .Position
. . ..

.

'. .

Properly prescribed optical aids are devices which are essential for maximizing a child's visualAuractioning.
Any child who has residual vision can usually benefit from the..4se of an aid and should receive a. clinical

-, evaluation by an ophthalmologist or optometrist who is knowledgeable In the prescription of such devices.
The agency or school providing educational services to the childshouid help the family tct obtain the prescribed

,

aids. . . . . . . . i!

Wbeneve(possible, every attempt shOuld be made to develop a system of lending aids to a child foar a trial
period prior to the time a prescription Is actually Made. Thre may minimize the novelty effect of new aids and,
therefore, reduce the chances that an Inefficient aid will preactibed. Optical aids do not "cure" IMpaired
vision', they simply allow a child to make maximum use 0110w vision. Optical aids may be used In conjunction
with other strategies to maximize visual functioning such as environmental modifications and non-0061i' aids. '" . .

.

\ Due to the optical restrictions imposed by many aids, some children will require instruction in their use
b ond that provided by the eye specialist. Teachers of visually handicapped chilaren are in a unique
potion to offer such instruction. They are aware of the relationship between the use of aids.and the Visual
dem rids of school tasks, and are in aiposition to Observe a child using an aid over a period of time. In,addition,
teach rs can Observe and respond to a child's psychosocial reactions to tills use of-aids. Special education
teaches s and orientation and mobility instructors who received their 'professional training prior to the
develop ent Of the body of knowledge about optical aids should update theit skills through .inservici-
educatio

Referralefor the prescription of aids can be made on the basis of teacher observations With respect to a
child's measured visual acuity and visUal functioning. Children who are functioning at levels 'below, their
chronological age And children have multiple.handfcipir Should not be excluded from these evaluations.

. Onttof the idles of the teacherb of visually handicapped children is to "peiform junctional vision
asses ments." (See position paper: The Role and Function of the Teacher of the Visually Handicapped) With
parental approvat,'the teadher may share the asses ent with the low vision eye specialist along with a list of

. tasks which make v ual demands of the child in Ife school setting. Thfb will provide the eye specialist with
guidelines for Prescr ing aids. It is also recommended that teachers accompany their pupils teethe Clinical,
evaluation whenever ossible: In aoldition to learning about specific techniques for usinga rtew aid and
offering information ab ut the child's visual behavior, the teacer of the visually handicapped child should
make recommendation regarding the mounting system for the aid. The advantages of some aids may.
outweiglp the ádvantage Of others In A specific irtting.
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The sophistication aim aid does not necessarily corrasponclfwItb Its usefulness. It is important to note that
each optical aid possesses aditantages and disadvantages; and the usedone type of aid may be suitable for

one particular child but may not be-appropriate for another. Some children will require only one aid to meet
their visual needs, while other children will require two or more to accd'mplish -thesame purpose.

Counseling may be advisable to assist children in the acceptance: of aide. Al certain times in a child's

school career (often during adolescence), a childmay become selfconsciousbout using aids. A child's
desire to remain inconspicuous should be respected as long as child is able to function effectively in the

... school setting. The appearance of an aid shOuld also be considered whena mounting system for the aid is
determined. When aids are introducedat an early age and children have dim/roped good habits of usage
ihey tend to be more readily accepted than when they are introduced at later ages. -.

Parental concerns regarding the'use of aide should also be considered. Parents may view an aid as a
stigmatizing object rather than as a device which promotes independence. The specific use of an aid should
be outlined for parents as well as kir regular claasrooni teachers so that all concerned with the child's.
education may assist and encourage efficient usage, . -

IntrodUc

Large Print

In the early part of this century, classes for the partially sighted, were 'called "sight-saving" or "sight-
.

conservation(' classes. These classes operated on the assumption that.ordinary use of impaired vision, or, in
particular, the use of impaired vision to the point of eye strain, could cause permanent and irreparable
damage to the eyes. It was believed that if .a visually handicapped, child could read large print (usually
considered 18 point) from a near-normal reading distance rather than labor to see standard print (usually

considered 12 point) at althel'eadin ce, then eye strain would be minimized and a child's vision
Would be JOSS prone to deterioration.jfi is is now known to be inaccurate.

Today, it is common belief that, in almcst all cases, use of impaired vision not lead to any deleterious'
.

ocular effects. Regardless of thedistanCe at which reading materials are held, use of vision by either normally*sighted or visually handicapped child does not harm the eyes. Thus there is no medical reason to
discourage visually handiCapped children from either using optical Sids,'Such as high,plus spheres, and/or

from Cringing print as close to their eyes as necessary in order to see print clearly.

.
In general, studies conducted on the, use of .large print with the visually .handicapped have been

inconclusive and the efficacy of such print remains controversial.

.Both the use of large print at a normal br near-normal reading distance (10 to 1/Witches) and the 'use of
standard print at a close reading distance (for example, %,to 8 Inches) Serve the same purpose:both enlarge
the size of the retinal "image" of the print. When light that is.reflected from print enters-the eye, it is focused on

the retina forming a retinal image. As the Ike of the image increases, the image is magnified. The size of the .

retinal image of print` increaseras the actual physical site of the print increases and/or as the vieW,Ing
distance between the. ye and the print decreases.When the retinal image:is enlarged, print usually becomes
more visible to the sight-impaired eye.

Books in standard-size printare usually.less expensive to use than large. print books, even if additional poet

is incurred for optical aids-that are required forthe use of standard print. A book in Standard print is also more
accessible and lest; CumbersOme than an often heaviand unwieldy large print book. Furthermore, large print
books are rarely-available to visually handicapped persons after high school,' If a child learns how to use
standard print materials, he will bb prepared fOr any type offuture employment.where the use of standard print
is required, but the earhe cannot be said of the child who reads only large print materials..

Position

It is recommended that visually handicapped individuals use standard rather than large print whenever
possible and when appropriate to the task and ease of use. Large print is recommended only when standard
print Is not within an individual's visual range(even with the Use of optical aids) or when specific
psychological factors necessitate its use. In general, iprge print may be. indicated when an individual must
place his eyes at a distance of two inches or less from 12 point type in order to see the print, or when an
individual insists that large print is more comfortable and easier to read than regularprint; Ise such cases other

reading media, such as recordings and braille, should also be considered. Whenappropriate.% indivdual
should be given the option of selecting the medium or'medle most suitable to meet his needs,
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The Role of the Orientation and Mobility Instructor
in the Public Schools

4.
.

Abstract

Orientation is -the process of making use of Sensory information to establish
oneself 41 relatiortship to the environment; mobility is the process of moving
within the environment Visually handicapped learners rviquire 'instruction in
both orientation and mobility in order to, become independent adults. An
orientation and mobility program includes the following: assessnient in con-
junction with other school personnel; team efforts with regular and sikeial
teachers to make .thrlifscruction an integral part of the c'urriculum; direct
teachirts of skilk'inservice education for all school personnel; ..Public edu-
cation; and parent education. Qualified:brierltation and mobility instructors
are essential to deliver these services. Instruction should be provided for pupils
with all ranges of vision and intelligerfe, including those who have other
disabilities.
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The Rble of the Orientation and Maility
Instructor in the Public Schools

Everett Hill
George Peabody College for Teachers

Vanderbilt University

Orientation and mobility (0 & M) Is an important and integral part of the curriculuM in the comprehensive
delivery of services to visually-handicapped children in public school settings. The 0 &M instructor serves.
a% a memberof themultidiscfplinary team in developing and implementing individualized education programs
for visually handicapped children. This concept was roinkirced with the enactment of Public Law 94-142,
the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of1975.

Orientation is the process df using.sensorOnformation to establish and maintain one's position in the
environment; mobility is the process of moving ttafely',4efficiently, and gracefully within one's environment.
The ultimate goal of 0 & M instruction is for visually handicapped perSons to be able-to travel in any
environment as independently as.possible. To reach this goal, 0 & M instruction must begin at the earliest

possible age.
o

Position

Orientation and mobility in public school settings should be broadly conceived and involve a Coordinated
.,..1 ,team approach' in order to meet the. needs of a diverse population of visually handicapped children. The

delivery of 0 & M.services should n2t be lirnited to totally blind students. PreschOol visually handicapped,
multiply handicapped, and low-vision children can also profit from 0 & M instruction: Likewise, 0 & M
instruction should not be taught in isolation, nor should it be limited to the teaching,of formal 0 & M skills
and techniques,Orientation and mobility mdtivationshould be -related to and an integral part of cognitive,

perceptual, social, Personality, and language development. qk

Assessment

The 0 & M instructor is responsible for developing and conducting an orientation and mobility assessment
for all Visually handicapped children in order to determine the nature and extent of services needed. An
initial assessment is contucted to determine each child's present level of functioning. The 0 & M instructor'
takes the lead role in assessing formal orientation and .mobility skills and serves in a cooperative role with
the teacher of the visually handicapped in assessing the areas of concept, motor, and sensory skills devel-
opmelt. Other professionals such as the regular class teacher, physical education teaCher, occupational

rev therapist, or physical therapist Should be consulted and involved in the assessment process when appropriate.
Short- and 'Ong-term goals are developed (wIthinput from the parents and other members of the multidis-
ciplinary team), and reasonable time limits are. specified for completing the goals.

Direct Instruction
o,

The role of the 0 & fvt instructor is to teach formal mobility skills to those visually handicapped children
for whom they are appropriate. Formal mobility skills 'include such areas as (a), skills in movement with a
sighted guide, (b) protective techniques, (t) indoor cane skills, (d) outdoor cane skills, (e) street crossings,
and (f) use of public transportation-systems: .-

-.Often because of dlne and liability concerns, it. is common practice forithe 0 & M 'instructor to be
responsible for advanced orientation skillitraining, cane instruction, and other formal mobility skills. Formal

.orientation instruction Is highly dependent upon maximum developmentand use of the senses. It entails such
areas as the f011owing: (a) ability. to identify and make use'of landmarks .alid clues; (b) knowledge and

use of cdnipass directions; (c) knowledge and use of indoor and city nuintiering systems; (d). ability to align
the lxxly to objects and with sounds for the purpose 'of establishing and/or maintaining a straight line of
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travel; (e) use systematic search patterns to explore novel objects of environments (self-familiarization);
(f) 'recovery skills; and (g) knowledge and use of where, when, and how to soliCit aid. ..

. It is also the responsibility of the 0 & M instructor to provide visually handicapped students and their
parents with information about altemative iyitems (other than the cane) of independent travel such as dog
guides and electronic travel aids (ETA's). . .

.

The 0 & M instructor should also serve as a team member and consultant to the teacher of visually
handicapped pupils, the regular class teacher, other school personnel, and Parents in the instruction and 0-4
reinforcement of concept development, sensory skill development, and niotor development. The development
of good gross and fine motor abilities, spatial and enyironmental concepts, and maximum use of the senses
are important prerequisites for formal orientation and mobility itistructiOA.

Inservice Education

The 0 & M instructor is responsible for designing and implementing ongoing inservice education activities
in the areas of orientation and mobility for teachers, other professionals, paraprofessionals, and administrators.
Inservice activities should serve to educate other school personnel about the role of the 0 & M instructor
and the goals of :the 0 & M program. Orientation and mobility inservice activities slid* also focus on the
roles of all appropriate school perSonnel "in the development and reinforcement of concept development,
sensory skills training, motor development; elementary formal orientation skills, and pre-cane.formal mobility
skills.

1

Parent Education

-Orientation and mobility instruction will have very little impact on the visually handicapped 4: hild if the
parents are not involved in the process. In addition to working cooperatively with parents in developing
realistic goals, the 0 & 'M instructor must develop specific activities that parents can implement in the :home
setting intorder for`corilinuity of instruction to occur: Orientation and mobility 'Alivities should be designed
so that parents and other family members can carry them out in the/context of their daily routine through
daily living activities, recreational activities, and so forth.

The 0 & M instructor must keep parents informed of theirChild's progress and to instruct them in how to
integrate and reinforce orientation and mobility skills in their day-by-day routines. Parents should be en-.
couraged to be actively involved in their child's prograM 4nd encouraged to observe O & M lessons whenever
possible. .

Public Education

Because a great deal of 0 & instruction takes place in .the community,, it is the one aspect:of the total
curriculum that is most

public

to the general. public. Frequently, the 0 & M instructor has the, opportunity
to educate the general put)lic regarding the capabilities of visually handicapped persons. Establishing com-
munity 'relationships through 0 & M instruction may dispel the many myths that the general public often has

.

about blindness and blind people.'

Sortie Perspectives for the Delivery of 0 & M Servicps

School districtS should employ qualified () & M instructors; they should not use teachers of the visually
handicapped or other school personnel in lieu of a qualified 0 & M instructor in the deli4y of orientation'
and mobility services. Although the 0 & M profession, has experiencqd rapid growth in thetas! several years
in serving visually_ handicapped childrco in public school settings, there is still a great need for- thestv services_
throughciut the country in all settings and geographical areas.
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Part VI

SPECIAL POPULATIONS

The folloWing three papek deal with the needs of special groups within the population described as visuse
handicapped. The first paper details -the needs of visually handicapped infants and young children who must
have appropriate early intervention prograrps that will prepare them adequately for their future schooling.
This paper was prepared by participants of the VIIIth International Seminar on Oresch0 Blind and Visually
Impaired .held March 31 through April 4, 1982 in Scottsle, Arizona. The list of participants is included at
the end of the pcAtion paper.

The second papeti states the rights of visually. handicapped children.who are alSo gifted to a progran that
will meet those educational needs as well. This impel was adaptedirniflOy-prepared by Kathryn I I legenian
for the 1981 Committe6 for the afted I landicapml of the ASSOC i(ition for the Gifted, The.ounc it For
Exceptional Children.

Recent changes.-in the population of children who have both visual-and hearingsensory losses are requiring
modifications in programming for them. The final paper included here details the right to an appropriate
educational program extending into adulthood for this. frequently overlooked group.

Resources

Dukose, R. F. (1976). Developmental needs in blindinfaAJNew Outlook for the Blind, 17(2), 48-50.
Jastrzembska, Z. S. (Ed.). (1976). Theffects of blinless and other impairments on early development. New

York; American Foundation for the Blind.

Warren, D. H. (1984). Blindness and early childhood development (2nd ed;:t New York: American Foun-
. dation for the Blind.

Wurster, M., & Mulholland, M. E. (Eds.),(1983). Help me become everything I can be. Proceedings of the
North American Conference on Visually Handicapped Infants and Young Children. New York: American
Foundation for the Blind.
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Programs for Visually Haidlcapped
Infants and Young Children

Abstract
A

Programs for infants and young children and their parents have, long been a
part of educational programs for the visually handicapped. Educational services
for. infants and young children should include, recognition of the iniPbrtance
of the family; adequaie support services; services and assistance that are con-
sistent with the family's needs; early delivery of the services; individually
designed programs; services of specialists when needed; coordination with
medical services; and professional development for the staff. Specific corn-
petencies are needed by the service providers, the suppoh personnel, and the
primary service Provider. Preparation programs for these personnel should
focus on the acquisition of knowledge and skills in working with'young children
and in working with children who have visual handicaps.

t
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ti Programs for Visually Handicapped.
Infants and Young Children

4

Written by participants of the VIllth International Seminar on Preschool Blind and Visually Impaired,
March 31April 4,1982, Scottsdale, Ariz Ona.

.
Practice, experience, research and the literature affirm the importance of the need for early intervention that
will enhance the development of infants and young children with visual impairments. Expert assistance through
appropriate educational programs is especially critical in order to support the family, particularly the mother
or primary care-giver. Services for visually handicapped infants and young children; and their parents, should
be available as soon as the impairment is recognized. This position paper outlines basic principles that must
be addressed in the implementation of early intervention education programs. Although in prevalence, blind/
visually handicapped children represent the smallest group among the "exceptional," they have the most
differentiated needs. Adequate services for them and their parents must be provided in a society. committed
tO the education and well being' of all children.

Developmental Needs

Blind/visually handicapped Infants and young children have unique developmental needs. Vision 'Me
primary organizing and Integrative sense for the sighted child;lhe remaining senses, particularly the taetile
and 'auditory, become most IMportant for the child with a visual impairment. These senses Can seldom be
used optimally by the child to. organize and integrate his world unless. specific training, particularly in the
areas of syMbolic operations and concept development, Is introduced to maximize efficient utilization of all
senses, including residual vision: The child with residual vision requires specific training and activities
designed to promote optimal use of remaining vision. An intervention ptogram that emphasizes the teaching
of parents fo teach their child must be provided to fi this process of learning through all sources of
sensory input.

The blind/visually handicapped child's orientation to the world around him is different from that of the
sighted child. This dramatically influences development in all weep, including cognitive, affective,
psychological, motor and exploratory learning, making early -intervention,. direct teaching/learning and
provision of many and varied experiences mandatory. When a visual impairment Is compounded by other
handicaps, additional needs result that may .require the attention of professionals with expertise in other
areas. Regardless- of the extent and types of impairment(s), coordinated assistance from qualified
profesaional persons with knowledge of the effects of a visual impairment is essential.

. A visual impairment has an immediate and lasting impact on the family,. The psychological reaction
experienced by parents, brothers, sisters and extended family members at the time of diagnosis cannot be
over emphasized. From the timeltite visual impairment is identified, the family and child should have available
ongoing, individualized support andlervices. A primary focus should be on the establishment and fostering
of a continuous affectionate 'bond between parent and child. It is essential that all involved parties work;)
togethertowarethe common goal of facilitating the child'eoptimal development.i .

Recommended Practices
. .

. Blind and visually handidepped infants and young children have the same need_ s as all children. They are
more alike than different from other children. it Is the differences that must be addreised by specialized
educational grogram.. When vision is impaired, learning le often disorganized and fragmented; all areas of
development'are affected and concepts are altered. The blind child has access to learning about the world
only when the primary caregivers consciously and consistently, provide experiences that make maximum
use of all sins ty 'channels. Systematic learning does not occur incidentally nor spontaneously.

Educati&ial s vices may be' provided in the home, day schools, centers, residential schools, or in any
combination of these. settings. Regardless of the setting, effective intetvention practices should include.

1. recognition and acceptance of the family as the most Influential factor in the child's growth and
development;
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2. immediate information and support services designed to give comfort, assurance and confidence geared.
;Iloward the development of effective parentchlid interaction;

3,.bervices and assistance that are frequent, ongoing, and take into account the family's values', need: and
preferences; . . i!.._

. ..... _!.. .. r._

4. comprehensive services made available to children and families as soon as the visual impairment iii
4 recogniZed; . -4. . I

5. services and programs individually designed to meet the global and specific needs of each child;!

6. instruction and experience in pally life activities that will enhance the cognitive, social, affective and
physical development of the chili

7. services of specialists who are appropriately trained in the education of visually handicapped children and.
in the processes of assessment, planning, evaluation and program placement;

.i;(
8. coordination with the mediciel community as a partner in the provision ofcornprehensive services for the

visually handicapped child;
It

9. ongoing inservice andprofeselonal development for all staff as well as parents..

These principles apply to services for all blind and visually handicaOped infants and 'young children,
including those with additional' impairments.

Competencies and Functions of Personnel

The development of visually handicapped children is a complex process the understanding of which
demands a variety of special. skills and knowledge on the part of professionals. In addition to tha specialized
professional competencieS of the numerous service providers, such as teaohers of the visually handicapped,
orientation andmobility specialists, family counselors, speech therapists, social workers, physical therapists,
occupational therapists, medical and health care workers and others, additional competencies are needed to
provide effective and efficient service to visually impaired infants, young children and their families.

Service Providers. All service providers for the child antlainily should have 'knowledge of normal infant
and early childhood development including visual development. In addition, they should receive ongoing
inservice education on the following:

1. knowledge of the impact of a visual impairment on early childhood development;`

2. knowledge and understanding of the impact of the etiology of the visual impairment on behavior and
development;

9

3. knowledge and understanding of the impact of a visual impairment on the child, family, and social
environment.

Support Personnel. In addition to the above, support personnel should demonstrate the ability to adapt their
specialized training to meet the unique needs of the blind and visually handicapped infants and young
childen.

Primary Service Provider. The,primary service provider should have the fofoviing additional competen-
cies:

1. skill and sensitivity in working with the parents through effecticr communication and the ability to share
and exchange methods that will enhance the child's overall deJelopment,

2. ability to assess functional vision and to plan effective strategies for training visual efficiency;

3.ability tO adapt and use developmental assessment instruments designed for normal Children as well as
. those specifically designed fanvisually handicapped infants and children;

4, ability to identify t pacific needs of the child and his/her family, and to coordinate And implement a
program to meet t ads utilizing support personnel and other community resources.

Since many visual handicapped .Infants and young ehlldren have additional handlcapi, service
personnel also need to have an understanding of the impact of comblnatkms of handicaps on the children
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4 and their developmentin order to provide support and assistance to parents which will assist them to biter
understand apci accommodate for their chlidreWs specific needs. '

AdiditiOnar coifPot regared"of ordinal-anal persdnifetw-hifin serVin4-ohlfilieri terStrdiVieriie
'geographic, ethnic and economic communities.

.

Responsibilities of Personnel Preparation Facilities
. .: "

it is imperative that individuals deligning and implementing training prOgrams Include the followingt' .
considerations for preparing personnel to work, with blind and visually hariticapped infants and young
Children:

General Personnsl Preparation

1, Training Options should be developed for all levels of 'personnel insiligling paraprofessionals and volunteer.,:-.. ;:.
staff who are or Will be working with visuallyjfnpaired infants and'yoking children;

, A,

2. Generic iktrodudtory special ducation. courses should inclmclesiCed'ific components related to the blind
and visually handicapped infant and young child. .

(.
Specific Personnel Preparation: For those providing diked services to blind eihd visually, handicapped
tants and young children, such as teachers and orientation and mobility specialists, personnel preparation
rograms should Include: ,

1. a minimum dl one course in early development ariti:rpetbods for teaching the visita4shariclicappedinfant .
and young child;

Cl

2. a minimum of one early childhood practicum placement;
. ..

3. exposure to all service delivery options infants 4111d young children through field visits
placements;

. .

4. provision for the ongoing professional development of certified or previchisly trained personnel through
special'seminars, guest speakers, end specidili designed courses.

format, Personnel preparation facilities should develop Outreach training oPtioneiricludinginsidia and
Independent study packagegfor individuals whb annot attend traditional classes..:These actIvllieti should be
included in program planning;

. .

1. cooperative arrangements between cbilegetifinivertiities and.direct service providers so. that
development and implementation of the prepare ion program for all personnel becomes
continuous and comprehensive effort;

, : S .

2. program coordinators work with other disoiplines p.a medicine, psyehoioóy social work, narsing,
occaPrallOrartad OhyaltaltherapyiPublic heti antrother Bupport iereonnej) o IRiufø ntatihe Pmas Of ..

visually handicapped infants and ylining child re aitcfrAssed.at both the preservice-and inservice
for all support personnel.

Participants at the Vilith
. ,

. ',..,Seminar on Preschool Blind and Vhwilly Handicapped ..

Nancy Akeson Mary Ann Lang .'. .* .Mary Reid .'!
Elaine Baldridge Berthold Lowenfeld Marguerite A. Smitiet,
Dottie Bridge . 'Ima G. Marshall, ' Stuart W. Teplln
Ellie Ciauson Suzi McDonald

'

'.Eitjap M. Tobin
Betty Dominguez. Pauline M. Moor CM Tompkins

"Kay Alloyn Ferrell SnertMoore Alek Truesdell
Donnifre flier , Ardis Pltello BeVerly Ware
Gail S. Hitington Sherry Raynor

...

'"
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Education of Gifted
Visually Handicapped Children

Abstract
..

, .
. ,

Among the population of visually handicapped children are some who are also
gifted. These tend to be unserved or uiiderserved% ifted/Vystiallly handicapped . .

children include thoSe who display; high levels' of performance in general
. intelligence, specific. academic aptiNcle, creative or productive thinking; lead-
ership, and the visual and performirtg arts. Gifted children who happen to be ".

visually handicapped encounter problems In iderdifiCation, curricular modi,
fication, trained staff and support servkei,-Andpsychologkal needs and coun-
seling. Planning and implementing a; progiam requirks cooperation between.
specialists in the areas of the Oil and .0e'visually handicapped. Educational, .

. placement may be in a program for visualk,handicapped -studerts, a, regular
class, or a program _for giftedltu .ents..SPecial.attention must be give) to the.
selectiOn of personnel' Who Will iwOrkwith.these pupits. . . ,.,.,.. ...
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Overview s.

r:

Gifted handicapped students have traditionally peen.underseived and interest.in their education has only
recently begun to surface. There have been historic patterns of discrimination affecting their lives and
educational opportunities, e.g., Underemployrrient. ,Recent legislation has spurred public interest in the
handicapped and people feel an urgency to comply with mandated guid,elines. The disabled have suddenly
become a visible minorityas accommodations in ;public buildings, signs and reserved parking spaces
demonstrate their rights. Strong advocady.ii needed however, to heighten public sensitivity to the problems
of disabled students who are also gifted.

Who are These Children?

Gifted and talented children are those identified by professionally qualified persons who, by virtue of
outstanding abilities, are capable of high performance. These students require differentiated programs
and / or Services beyond those normally provided by the regular school program. Gifted and talented students
include demonstrated Of potentially superior abilities in areas of:

.General intelligence
Specific academic aptitude
Creative or productive thinking
Leadership
The visual and performing arts
Any combination of the above

Who are these children we call gifted/visually handicapped? They maybe defined as gifted children who.
are also identified and eligible for services for the visually handicapped,

Special educational provisions must be. made in order for these children to achieve their potential. To be
adequately serves.l, they need to be identified and provided with a well-planned, systematic (Allocation based
on individual needs, abilities and disabilities. Education should do more than help. gifted/visually
handicapped children survive. An appropriate education requires the cultivation of the student's special gifts
and talents, inEiddition to ?eeting unique needs as a visually handicapped person.

Problems In Identificati07 and Placement

Children who must Int grate these two exceptionalities;their giftedness anti their visual handicap, need a1 program that responds their special needs in these four categories:

Identification
. Curricular modifications

. Trained staff and support services
Psychological needs and counseling

While there is no one program or prototype suitable for gifted/visually handicapped pupils, all four areas
should be cossidere.d in both program development and pupil *cement. In the United States, Public Law
94-142 guarritees the education of handicapped children In the "least restrictive environthent,'How can vo
identify these children and provide access to a challenging eqvironment? The-identification process must be

. keyed into proper placement:for the individual child. In some instances this may base program for the visually
handicappeid, a regular classroom 'support services or R speCialclasafor gifted students of another
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Netting for the handicapped with support from a specialist in education of Oftedit Ur:lents-11h process must
consider not only the types of placements'aVallable bUt also make recommendations on appropriate
curricular adaptations, support services and required learning aids.

identifying giftedness in I,#sually handicapped Children is a complicated process at best. Norms are not
aiWays well-established for Adapted editions of tests and much research is needed in this area. Barriers to
assessing true potential are chased by additional factors such as poor self-concept or apathyon the part of
the child who has not been exposed to a challenging environment. The TAG (Talented and Gifted) Committee
on the Handicapped should include a person knowledgeable in gifted/talented education. Tql&imightaid,
considerably In Identification and programming for gifted/handicapped children. IdenttflattiorT and
placement should stress the development of appropriate goals and objectives forfeducationtil programming
and services needed to achieve those objectives and not solely deficiteoriented *Ps (Indlyidual Education
Plans).

Identification, assessment and programming must attend to strengths as well as weaknesses and carefully
provide children with services in the least restrictive environment Pirents shOuld be fully'advised,COniuited
and informed concerning their child's total needs and learning requirements, Approaches to parent concerns
regardirlg educational placement need tope clear and comprehensive. A primary concern is that children
.:should not become dead-locked into a pirticular placement alteroative.because of visual disability. They
Must receive appropriate' instruction in a non-discriminatory educational. livstem. In-any Case, no matter What
the placement, the child must be prepared to live in a non-hand appeg non-segregated world in w
his/her gifts and talents will be valued along with the non-hindi tipped gifted.

r

Improved Educational SO(VIC4111

There is a gresft need for communication between educators of the.gifted and those concerned with the
visually impaired. Thiel cooperation will benefit both groups by focusing on the full range of human
development towards potential. By acknowledging special needs among the gifted/visually handicapped;
the level of instruction for all children will be stimulated. In addition, combinedeffbrts are needed to promote
research and to encourage application of theory and innovative programs.

There must be appropriate training in both inservice and preservice courses for educators if they are to
realize their obligations to .students who are gifted and visually handidapped. There are specific ways to
provide improved educational services that apply to both the regular and special educator. Realistic teacher
trairting programs should stress competency In the following areas:

Knowledge of student abilities and dIsabilitle&and how these individual differences affect learning.

Competence in mdthods of disability - related skills development and compensation.

Implications ot visual impairment for the identification process.

Adaptative strategies for assessment and interpretation. of 'results.

Adaptative strategies necessary for curricula modifications.

t

PrOfibient and judicious use of devices, aids, technological equipment, and other resources and support
services,

Awareness of the psychojogical and'counseling needs of the gifted handicapped student.

Demonstrated attitudes of cooperation with educators of the gifted since teamwork is a necessary' part of
educational services,

Careful attention to the development of the students' social skills and relations ith both normal and
'disabled peers.

Good interpersonal relations with parents through providing information, adVisement, and support to ther6.

Realistic expectation& in regard to both gifts and disabilities.

A well-trained teacher with idequate support services determines, to a,great extent, how succeasfullythe..
gifted/visually handicapped child 'meets the challenges Oa demanding inViltintnent.
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, Expanding Horizons

. Beginning with early childhood, exposure to community learning experiences should be an Integral part of
the gifted/visually handicapped Child's educational program. Maximum efforts roust be made. to establish
linkage between school' and community and development of learning, alternatives which mainstream

' . students Into ongoing community -based prOgremd. It is' very important for gifted/visually handicapped
students to participate In Internships 010 other community-based projects so they will beable to relate, work
and funStion with ease in the community and have the opportunity to serve as a tutor or volunteer. Public
awareness and support are required since the special needs of visually handicapped students must qe
assisted. by financial and human resources from both the publi and private sector. These learning
experiences provide exposure and exploratory opportunities not ordinarily available to disabled students.
gifted students who are visually handicapped must be given opportunities 10 compete successfully not only
in school and similar settiogs but also in independent world-of-work situations. Advocacy must be-strong to

. solicit sponsors and Mentors to bridge this gap which has been a chasm leaving many gifted individuals who
, are..diaabled either: unemployed or underemployed. There is a .visible leadership of some gifted and

handiddpped persons who have been advocating for the civil rights of handicapped children. These leaders
in liaison with parents and educators can affect how and to whatextent society responds to gifted children'
with disabilities. These children need assistant from ali qtiartersif they are to enter adulthood as secure and
valued individuals who have the potential to ma e significant contributions to society.

.

NOTE: This Position paper was adapted from one prepared by Kathryn T. Hegemen. for the 1981 Committee
lor,,the Gifted Hindicapped of the Association for the Gifted, Council for Exceptional Children.
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Services for Deaf-Blind Children and Youth:
Coming of Age?

Abstract

Educational programs for children who have both visual and hearing impair-
ments are undergoing-changes because the current groups are 'a more multiply
handicapped population than those prior to the rubella epidemic 'of 1964.
196.5. Because of the low incidence of this population, federal. ssistance"
continues to be necessary. Early intervention is essential. Problem, areas include
lack of consistency among states in the definition; insufficient fund* need
for curricular/changes because of the changing population; need for a: varied
staff qualified to meet t1 varied needs of the children; and need for lecifities
thSt will prepare pupih for ultimate placement in the community. There is a
'particular need for cominunication and coordination-of efforts betweOn the
teachers of school-age-children and the trainers of adults:-s--*
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. SeniiceslotiDeaf-Blind,children.and Youth:.

H.; coniing:.of Age.?

- 1/ kwent M. McVeigh
.tiyn Institutes

Introduction
.

Prior to the rubella-epidemic 1964-1965, the number of newborn. deaf-blind infants was dstimated to
be 140 per year. During theepidemic this number rose to an estimated 2,0110 per' year. More recently, the
number of deaf-blind children identified annually whose (ondtt,on is due to genetic anomalies, congenital
malformations, and infectious diseaserernains at approximately 000. Advances in medical science; while
reducing infant mortality, have contributed to an upsurge in multi!) hirth.defects including deaf/blindness.

Although theprelubellagroupof deaf-blind children could genera be described as intellectually normal
but communicatively delayed, this. cannot be said of the population a cted by rubella. The rubella virus
caused.additiona I .handicapping conditions such as mental retardation., ph ical abnormalities, and emotional
disturbance. In fact, the multiplicity and severity of the handicaps made th question of primary disabihtya
moot point except for mandated classification, purposes. It became apparent that the presence of these
additional problems did not merely add to the individual's problems, they multiplied them.. Accordingly, the
few programs developed for the pre-epidemic population. were not equipped 'to program adequately for the
multiply handicapped rubella children, but they did serve as the foundation for the emerging programs of
the late 1960's and early 1970's:

The epidemic of .1964 highlighted the lack of facilities, manpower, and expertise to meet the needs, of
these children. Enactment of Public Laws 90-247, Part C, amending Title yi of the Elementary and Secondary'
Education Actin 1968and .94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act in -1975 provided the
financial impetus for the growth of programs to fill those voids. Now, almost two decades later, the first deaf-.

'blind children of that epidemic are reaching-adulthood!
Sirlarly, the time has come (or programs for the deaf-blind to reach maturity by (a) evaluating themselVes

with a critical eye toward improvement; .(b) establishing a sustaining source of local funding in spite of
continued, although-reduced, federal support; (c) developing staffing patterns reflective of student needs
rather than agency tradition; (d) developing curricular offerings reflective of student needs rather that staff
training and background; and le) developing further awareness of the education needed by deaf-blind children
to survive; let alone succeed as adults. With these challenges in mind; it is time to move forward by solidifying
existing programs (implementing change where necessary) and creating new opportunities where deficiencies.
currently exist.

Solidifying Current Practise

There are currently several aspects of services to deaf-blind children and youth that are noteworthy and
warrant continuation, among them the federal role and early intervention,

The Federal Role

Low incidence figures for deaf,blind children in the general population make research, staff development,
and regional coordination extremely difficult. The role of the federal government in fiscal and programmatic
leadership must be maintained to insure coordination of the life plan for deaf-blind people.

. Therefore, the federal government should continue to broaden its role in determining the size and char.
acteristics of the deaf-blind population, inriscal planning, and in the appropriation of funds.

Q Early Intervention .,,..
Efforts of selected states to provide .early intervention an infantstimulation must.he strongly reinforced

and those efforts expanded throughout the country. An infant born with biologic deficits such as deafness or
blindness or a combination. thereof assumes a risk cif developmental attrition equal to or greater than the
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biologic insult. Intervention programs'for deaf-blind infants can be fully. effective only as a compoient of a
broadrbased service delivery system. The elements ih this network should include early detection, medical

'diagnosis with treatment, infant stimulation, and parent andeiamily counseling and education. ,Therefore,
enacting legislation in all the states that mandates services to deaf-blind infants and youth from birth is
essential as an adjunct to the federal impetus.

.1'
.ef

Implementing Change.
.

The. last 20 years have seen the development of a myriad of practiCes. Many of these grew rapidly out of

past practices with the pre-rubella deaf-blind population found primarily in residenTAI facilities for the blind.
In many cases, recent findings have shown the need for change, or in some cases total abandonment of such

practices. One area that does hot require change, but needs uniformity is the area of defirgi>on.

Definition

Deaf-blind children are defined by Public Law 417230, Title VI, Part C, Section 622, as ". . children

who have auditory and visual handicaps, the combination of which causes such severe communication and
other developmental and educational .problems that they cannot properly be accommodated in special
education programs solely for the hearing handicapped child or for the visually handicapped."

The yariatiOns in definition among states cause problems' when students change programs, Universal
Acceptance of the federal definition would nOt guarantee similarity or agreeMent since there remains some
subjectivity within the definition; but it would give consistency to the term "deaf-blind" based on the provision
of both vision and hearing services to an individual who has both impairments. .

State/Local Funding- 0

Appropriate levels of state. and local funds must be available to support programs for deaf-blind students.
This should not be taken to indicate the need for locally based programming. In fact, a number of states have

good reasons for not providing local public 'school programs. Suchfactors,as the rural character of the state,
small numbers qf deafeblind ithildren, existence of high quality private programs, and scarcity of qualified
teachers adversely affect the 'capability of local public school programs to provideliigh quality programs.

However, public schools do have the one factor that deaf-blind education needs: steady, secure financial

support. Programs relying on federal grants are shakey, at best. Future programs for the deaf-blind population
need the solid Base provided by local, tax-supported-funding.' . .

States should encourage and assist local educational agencies in the development of interdistrict agree.

ients,
cross-county co?peratives,. and regional centers where individual districts cannot meet the Deeds of

is low-incidence group of children. II , *

Curriculum

Dunn'g the past decade, curricula have begun to moveftom the traditional academically oriented programs

to models that focus on developing necessary compensatory skills, This trend must be continued and intene
sified; and facilities should reflect this move toward increased emphasis on total life skills instruction,. including

the areas of eating, toileting, dressing, mobility, and safety:

'-Al the same time% it must be recognized that within the deaf-blind population there exists a wide range

of needs covering a broad spectrum of curriculum areas. A continuum of services must be available to
guarantee the appropriateness of programming for each deaf-blind child.

The focus on the development of language and communication skillsmust be intensified for that portio
of the deaf-blind population whose intellectual level indicates that the sensory impairments are, in fact, the

primary disability. . .

The more intensive prevocational and vocational experience for deaf-blind youth must be prompted if
successful transition from the school setting to the work setting is to be ach4ved.

These recommendations are Important and essential in their own right, but they take on even greater
signific nce when their effect on staff and facilities is understood.

atterns

A icular changes continue to he based more on student need, so also must the staffing patterns. The

phys therapist, occupational therapist, mobility specialist, rehabilitation instructor, interpreter, and come

munici in specialist now become essential components of-the educational team for many deaf-blind children.
The staff experienced in sensory stimulation, motor integration, and total communication techniques become
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essential to dirying out curricula and implementing students' individualized education programs. These.
services tan no longer be viewed as ancillary to much of the deaf -blind population who have multiple and
severe disc lities
'exists the ne for extensive retraining and refocusing. Continuing education and practica in thearea Of deft

lcil. For those professionals trained in traditional programs for deaf or blind children, there

blind, and/or severely multihandicaPped are essential as they. modify the existing skills to the Changing nods
of the population.

Facilities _

Most existing facilities are either too spacious and sprawling, making even limited independence imprac-.
tical, or too small' and'segregated, making integration impossible. The development of.facilities providing
the necessary instructional areas and degree of safety and including the availability of integration both' into
the community and with immunity need tope developed. Therefore, materials and facilities should reflect
the increased need for instruction in independent living skillsed prevocational education. Increased amounts
of instruction should t4ke place in apartment-like settings or in,sites appropriately designed 'for work activity,
working, and/or production capabilities,

Finally, those responsible for services to the deaf-blind children and youth of this country must recognize
-that; 'although they should be viewed as a discrete disability group' requiring, protecticin.in school code and
state regulations, they are individuals who have within this extremely heterogeneous group varying .needs
requiringAvatried solutions.

Creating Ntw Opportunities
Itri

The following are challenges that remain in edtcating deaf-blind youth:

Development of strong cooperative ties between teachers of deaf-blind youth.and trainers of deal:blind
Y, , adults.

Development of 4ubsidized training programs aimed at producing specialized personnel equipped to
work with high-fanctioning deaf-blind clients, with skill in manual communication being a, required
part of staff preparation. ,

.
, .

Expansion' of current training programs for deaf-blind students to include the needs of those who are
severely mentally retarded. .

-Expansion of current teacher training programs for teachers of severely mentally retarded children to
include the needs ofseverely.multiplY impaired deaf-blind students. ,

Development of diversified staffing patterns working toward total life' Education and community inter-
.

action for cleata.ind youth. Special emphasis should be placed on developing prevocational and'tran-
sitional progranis preparing for entrance'into a range of adult servitp. Movement,from levels of dependent
functioning rto independent functioning, not necessarily gainftli*mployment, should be an acceptable

.. ,.
program goal.

(.. N-*

Developillent of programs emphasizing appropriate recreation and leisure .activities. Special emphasis
on helping high-functioning deaf - blind students to be integrated within existing corninunity-based rec-
reation programs -should be encouraged: ,.., i ..

Increase in the-integration.of deaf -blind children into community-based programming through, the use
of interpreters. . - .. .

Coordination of service's for deaf- blind .persons at.the decision-making levels within the hierarchy of
- ,.. .social services.

,
'-..)

)
Development ot standardized auditory and visual assessment procedures for-deaf -blind Students as part

' of the work of an interdisciplinary team. ,

- Introduction and intensification 'of support services.for families,of deaf-blind children as they relate to
9 ingiV1 alization and long-term care.. 's.10

()eve opment of close ties. with parent organizations and, use of.their skills in the total educatidnal
'process. $ .

i*,. .

It remains to be seen whether edUcators of deaf-blind students"can take the information gleaned over the
pasi 20 years and mold it into a blueprint for the future. The childreri have groWn up, and the results of their
education soon wilrbe clear. These results should provide clearer indications of the changes needed to insure
appropriate quality programs for deaf-blind children in the future,
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ROLE OF PIENTS

Parents Must be considered an integral par i of the education'al process. The following-paper describes the
partnership role of parents and teachers working cooperatively in the educational program.

Resources

Brennan-, M. (1,982). Show.me how: A manual for parents of preschool visuall9 impaired children. New York:
American Foundation for the Blind.

. .

Ferrell, K. A. (1984).' Parenting preschoolers: Suggestion for raising young blind and visually impaired
- children. New York: American Foundation for the Blind.

Kroth, R. L. (1975). Communicating MO parents of exceptional children. Denver: Love Publishing Co.
, Seott, E. P., Jan, 1. Freeman, R. D. (1977). Cani your child see? Baltimore: University Park Pres.

Seligman, M. (1974 Strategies for helping parents of exceptional children: A guide for teachers. New York:
The Free Press.
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Parent/Educator Cooperative Efforts
in Education of the Visually_Handicapped

Abstract

'S.

Direct involvement 01 parentsin the education of their handi p children
,,

hNs been demonstrated to result in greater gains for the childre make this
.parthership effective, teachag must be committed to syOrking with parents.
Parents and .teachers need to appmach relationship- with mutual trust,
rec9gnition, and respect for each other's roles and responsibilities; recognition
of the inqividual needs of the child; willingness to compromise and listen to
each other's point of view; and recognition ofjhe value of a positive approach
toward the child. To be successful, the parent/educator partnership should be
mutually cooperaftve, supportive, and nurturing.
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Parent/Educator Cooperative Efforts
in Education of the Visually Handicapped

Verna Hart
University of Pittsburg

Kay 41licyn Ferrell
American Foundation for the Blind
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I.

Recent research findings have substantiated At teachers of handicapped children have known foryears
based on clinical experiences -- direct involvement of parents in the education of. their Children results in
significantly greater gains for the handicapped child. The Divisicy for the Visually Handicapped of the
Council for Exceptional Children affirms the need for the cooperative efforts of. parents, children and
teachers. TO establish such partnerships,- teachers must be committed to working with parents in
arrangements where each partyy has istinct roles anthasponsibilities, and in which both are willing to exert a
:Idoglb.ettert totting about an environment conducive to optimal functioning of visually handicapped chNdren.

In order to, facilitate this partnership, teachers and parents of visually handicapped children should
approach the elationship with:

ReconitioIfthat parents are their children's first and most important teachers

AssUmptiort that parents know their child better than anyone else

Recognition of the permanence of parenthood and the burdens and expectations It inlposes

Recognition of the. various roles parents must play including those of nurturer, .eacher, advdcate, case
manager, arid realization that these roles cannot be assumed easily or without preparation due to the
structure an'd complexity of today's educational laws

Insight into the right to dislike the disability and/or ItSmanifestations, but'with a need for acceptance of the
child as an individual .

Realization that teachersiand parents are not in competition for the love or attention of children

Insight into the needsof visually handicapped children without irrational expectatior,ar fears

Empathy for and outreach to all parents of visually handicapped Children including efforts to establish
active parent supPort groups . .

Commitment to educate the public OW the characteristics and needs of visually handicapped children so
that similarities as well as' differences in relation to normally sighted peers may be accepted

Realization that parents and teachers have the fl'èqd to interact according to their own personal' styles,
idiosyncracies and desires I

A Mutual trust and cooperative effort

Mutual recognition of each party's individuality and expertise

Understanding of the necessity for an open and honest relationship
-

Willingness to commudicate and honestly discuss situations, particularly when there is a dilagreertientor a
,v lack Of understanding .

Realization that: if differences of opinion occur, thosellifferences should be directly addressed by the
persons involved rather than with anyone else

.. 4
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Reciprocity in sharing information

Openness to suggestions

IliKnowle o about and utilization of all available services and resources
.

Ability to make decisions based on the beat information and advice currely available, and reluctance to
place blame for mistakes on any one party

Awareness that the best interests of the child always override all other considerations

Recognition that a positive approach is important when working with children

Reciprocity of parent/child/teacher efforts to understand behavior and behavior change
.. . .

.

Willingness to reinforce each other's instructional effOrts for the sake of the child's 'warning continuity and
achievement. . . . it . ;

14Awareness of children's strengths, and enjoyment of their progress. ,

Ability to help visually handicapped children develop and maintain self-esteem

Understanding when making decisions that consideration must be given to thei'act that visually
handicapped children wit, grow into visually handicapped adults

Concern fir child abuse, both mental itd physical, imposed at hcime or in school, and an agreement to seek
help from appropriate sources if needed

Recognition and appreciation of the needs of family members of the visually handicapped child so efforts
can be made to balance the energy and commitment of service p meet the needs of all family members

Commitment to legislative adtlon for advocacy of education ghts of visually handicapped children

Organized &tons to bring parents of visually handicapped children together to share expeilences and learn
from (40 other

For an educational program to be most effective, the parent/educator partnership should be mutually
cooperative and suppOrtive; it should have an impact beyond the immediate circle of individual participants
working with the child. When actively nurtured and developed, this partnershipstimulates and nurtures to the
maximum extent possible the growth and dasielopment of the child with a visual impairment and faCilitates the
child's unique contribution to family and ullirnately to society at large.
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Professional Agencies and Organizations
.

Americin Foundation for the Blind
15 West, 16th Street

' New York NY 10011

Provides information to profession41s, parents, and the general public about blindness and visual impairments;
publishes books and pamphlets; catalog available on request; publishes the Journal of Visual Impairment and
Blindness.

Am_grican Printing House for the Blind
18 Frankfort Street
Louisville KY 40266' v;.,

41r

Publishes and distributes textbooks and other materials, aids, and appliances for school-age pupils in braille;
. -

recorded, and large-type form,

Association for Education and Rehabilitation
of the Blind and Visually Impaired

.206 N. Washington Street
Alexandria VA 22314

A professional organiption for educators and tehabilitation workers in the field of work for the blind and
visually handicapped.

The Council for Exceptional Children
Division fir the Visually Handicapped.

1920 Association Drive
'Reston VA 22091

A professional organization wajh a major focus on all types of exceptional children; publishes the journals
Exceptional Children and TEACHING Exceptional Children as well as books and other publications;, the
Division fPr the Visually Handicapped is one of its divisions devoted to a particular type of handicapped
child. .

.

Natio I Society to Prevent Blindness
79 Madison Aventie
New Y k NY 10016 .

An infor ation agency with a major focus on prevention and medical aspects of visual impairment's; publishes '
books, ptriodicals, films, and audio-visuals; catalog 'Iable oil request; publishes quarterly journal; Sight:.
Saving.
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